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1.THE VERB TO BE

The verb to be helps us make sentences when there are no action verbs such 
as come, see, go, eat etc. in the sentence.

The verb to be is used in simple present tense and present continuous
tense.

We can use to be to talk about someone or something.

I am

French.

I am = I’m
She
He
It

is
She is = She’s 
He is = He’s
It is = It’s

We
You
They

are
You are = You’re 
We are = We’re
They are = They ‘re

The sentence structure can be in three ways (Üçüncü, 2011):

Subject + verb to be + a noun 

Subject + verb to be + an adjective 

Subject + verb to be + place

Verb to be + a noun

The sentence structure is:

Subject + verb to be + noun

Subject verb Noun
Emily       is a teacher.
Spain       is a country.
He isn’t a father.

_____________________
Retrieved from https://www.englisch-hilfen.de/en/exercises/various/this_that.htm



If the subject is plural, then the noun is also plural.

Subject Verb Noun
Ronaldo and Rick are footballers.
New York and
Barcelona

are cities.

My mother and my father aren’t doctors.

EXERCISE 1

Complete the sentences with the words given in the box. Sentences can be 
singular or plural. The same word can be used more than once.

1.Orange __________________________________________      
2.Hawai ______________________________________  
3.English and German   _______________________________                                                                
4.The Thames   ______________________________________                                                                          
5.A flamingo and a bull   _______________________________                                                              
6.Chinese __________________________________________
7.A cat _____________________________________________
8.Ukraine___________________________________________
9.Cyprus and Bahamas   _______________________________                                                              
10 Australia _______________________________________                     

and                                 
12. Europe and Asia   __________________________________                                                                    

The verb to be + an adjective

Adjectives describe nouns in general. In the verb to be sentences, adjectives describe 
the subject of the sentence.

The sentence structure is: 

Subject + verb to be +adjective

river color   continent    country    animal  language   
desert peninsula          island



I am hardworking. It is sharp.

or

Subject + verb to be + adjective + noun

Subject Verb a/an Adjective Noun
It is a fast car.
She is a beautiful woman.

Subject Verb a/an Adjective Noun
It is a fast car.
She is a beautiful woman.

It’s a sharp mountain.

Be Careful!

We use plural nouns with plural subjects. But remember that adjectives never become 
plural.

Your watch is expensive. 

Your watches are expensives. X

Here is a list of some common adjectives. Check their meanings up in a
dictionary and use them in your sentence (Üçüncü, 2011).

Subject Verb Adjective
It is fast.
She is beautiful.



small 
false 
stormy 
clever
dangerous 
dark 
delicious 
difficult 
dirty
easy 
famous
beautiful

lazy 
light 
little 
mad 
scary 
shy 
single 
sleepy 
angry 
broken 
careful
busy

old 
poor
powerful 
real
right 
safe 
usual 
young 
wild 
wrong
important
big

cool 
colorful 
crazy 
crowded 
heavy 
ugly 
friendly 
cloudy 
stormy 
windy 
rainy
helpful

Fake
cold 
hot
blond
cheap
clean
happy
healthy
modern 
married
rich
bright

EXERCISE 2

Complete the sentences. Use the verb to be (is, isn’t, are, aren’t). In the
second sentence, use an opposite adjective.

I.e. The class isn’t clean. It is dirty. 

1.The house big. It is . 

2.He married. He .

3. These cars expensive. They .

4.These boys clever. They .

5.Jim __________long. He _ .

6.Her parents young. They _ .

7.My daughter and son lazy. They .

8.The café full. It .

9.Climbing safe. It _.

10.TV programs fun. They .

11.Her cat thin. It .

Retrieved from https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/english-grammar-reference/the-verb-be



The verb to be + place

The verb to be is followed by a place in these sentences. 

Common prepositions are:

in on next to under behind
near at from over between

(Handouts will be given especially about the usage of prepositions in, on, at.)

The plates are on the table.

She is in the kitchen. 

His family is at home. 

Tom is between Jill and Mike. Subtitles are under the screen.

The birds are above the branch of the tree.

The post office is next to the hospital.

Madrid is in Spain.

The children are at the bus 

stop.

We are from Italy.

All his paintings are on the wall.

Linda is at school, but his best friend is at work.

EXERCISE 3

Complete the sentences with the correct verb to be (is, are) and a 
preposition.

1.The fruits __ the basket.

2.The news TV.

3.My birthday .

4.The books the shelf.

5.The kids the living room.



6.My grandparents the village.

7.The students the lab.

8.The chemistry the market and the grocery.

_________________the west of Turkey.

10.The theatre the school building.

11.Philip and his family Poland.

Be Careful!

One word can sometimes represent a place in the sentences such as: 

She is here. She is there.

She is inside. She outside. 

She is upstairs.

She is downstairs.

These place words do not take any 

prepositions.

The teacher is here. 

The teacher is in here. X

EXERCISE 4

Complete the conversations with the correct form of the verb to be.

1 A: Are you Melanie?
B: No, I . My name Sarah. 
2 A: you Spanish?
B: Yes, . I from Berlin and Mike from Stuttgart.
3A: Jack from Kiev?
B: Yes, .
4A: How old ?

B: He eighteen.
5A: you students at this university?



B: No, .
6A: Helen married?
B: No, . She single.
7A: What your job?
B:            a personal trainer.

8A: Tom Hanks    British actor.

B: No, . He American.

EXERCISE 5

Use the correct form of the verb to be (is, are, isn’t, aren’t) in the blanks in
the sentences.

Jim and I _____________friends for a long time. (+)

1.Mary _________________________a mother. (-)

2.You and Tom hard working students. (-)

3.Peter, Harold and Jack roommates. (+)

4.Mrs. Gutierez at the college as a professor. (-)

5.This dress very beautiful on you. (+)

6.The teachers and the students excited about the party tonight. (+)

7.Those two women scientists of the year. (-)

8.Celine and Evalin colleagues.
9.My mother and I very happy about our new house. (-)

EXERCISE 6 

Complete the sentences with the verb to be and the correct words from the box.

J: Hello. My James. How _____you? 

M: I , thanks. I ______Mauro.

J: Mauro. It to meet you. It a

right hungry friend fine delicious name 

engineer    day work at nice food sister



nice . 

M: Yes, it you   a of Emma's?

J: Yes and no! She my . 

M: Oh, I see. So what do you do?

J: I university. You?

M: I an .

J: So you and Emma friends from _ ?

M: That . Look, I quite . there any _

here? 

J: Yes, all the food the kitchen and the drinks the front room.
The sandwiches !

M: OK, thanks! I'll go and look. See you later.

Verb to be: Yes/No Questions

To form yes/no questions with the verb to be we use am, is, are before the subject of 
the sentence.

Example:

Am I late?

Are you/we/they Turkish?

Is he/she/it beautiful?

Is Maria married?

In positive short answers we use full forms. We don’t use contractions.

Example:

A: Are you American? B: Yes, I am. NOT Yes, I’m.

A: Is he your brother? B: Yes, he is. NOT Yes, he’s.

A: Are they late? B: Yes, they are. NOT Yes,
they’re.



In negative short answers we use full forms or contractions.

Example:

A: Are you retired?           B: No, I am not. Or No, I’m not.

A: Is she a tidy person?     B: No, he is not. Or No, he isn’t.

A: Are they doctors?         B: No, they are not. Or No, they aren’t.

We use pronouns, not nouns, in short answers.3

Example:

A: Are Karl and Dave Canadian? B: Yes, they are. NOT Yes, Karl and Dave.

Verb to be: Wh- Questions

We form wh- questions in a similar way to yes/no questions. However, we use a 
question word before am, is, are. In wh-questions we do not start with yes or no in 
order to answer the question.

Example:

A: Who is he? B: He’s my cousin.

A: Where are you from? B: I’m from Çorum.

A: How much is a return ticket? B: It’s 25€.

We use different question words to ask about different types of information.

Question Words

What (to ask for information about things). What is that?
Who (to ask about a person) Who is your teacher? 
When/What time (to ask about time) What time is it?
Where (to ask about places) Where is she?
How much (to ask about prices) How much is this bag?
Why (to ask for a reason) Why are you angry?



EXERCISE 7

Read the text about Chen and write the questions.

My name is Chen and I am from South Korea. I live in England now – I’ma student at 
ese are my friends Marco and 

Rosa. They’re doctors too – versity but they’re not from South 
– the fourth year of University.

1.Chen / from / Italy?

. he / a doctor?

3. his friends / doctors / too?
___________________________________________________________________________

4. they / French?

5. they / the same year / too?

EXERCISE 8

Write short answers to the questions in Exercise 7.

1. .
2. .
3. .
4. .
5. .

EXERCISE 9

Put the questions in order. Then write true short answers.

1.New York / the Statue of Liberty / in / is?
Q: ?
A: .
2.Taj Mahal / in / Malaysia / is?
Q: ?
A: .
3.the pyramids / Egypt / are / in?
Q: ?
A: .



4.Blue Mosque / is / Turkey / in?
Q: ?
A: .
5.Australia / the Niagara Falls / in / are?
Q: ?
A: .
EXERCISE 10

Unscramble the questions.
1.is/ your/ name/ sister’s/ What

?

2.Where/ Mario and Lucia/ from/ are
?

3.Sema’s/ is/ When/ birthday party
?

4.are/ your / Who/ grandparents
?

5.excited/ Steven/ is/ Why
?

EXERCISE 11

Complete the questions with the correct wh- word.

Jane: Hi, Tony! (1) are you?

Jane: (2) is 

the problem? 

Jane: Oh, that’s too bad. (3) are you so tired?

Tony: I have a lot of homework right now. Hey, (4)

is the next bus?

Jane: In about ten minutes. (5) are 

you going?

Tony: Home—there’s a concert on TV at 5 p.m.

Jane: (6) is the singer?

Tony: It’s Ariana Grande.



2. POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES

We use possessive adjectives:

Possessive adjectives are used in place of proper names.
We can use possessive adjectives with nouns.
Possessive adjectives are situated before the noun they modify.
Possessive adjectives are used when the context is clear who is
in possession of an object.

We use possessive adjectives:

To show something belongs to somebody.

That is our car.
My motorbike is new.

For relations and friends.

My sister is an English teacher.
How old is your grandmother?

For parts of the body.
She broke her leg. 
He is washing his car.
I have to do my homework.

Subject Possessive adjective

I My

You Your

He His

She Her

It Its

We
They

Our

Their

Examples:
I like my job.
You should help your mother. 
He visits his grandparents.
She uses her smartphone. 
The cat drinks its milk.



We like our teacher.
They ate their hamburger.

I
You 
He 
She
It

What’s

my 
your 
his
her
its

name?

We 
You
They

our 
your
their

house.

Important
The possessive adjective its does not have an apostrophe ('): 

My cat has broken its (NOT it's) leg.

(it's always means it is or it has.)

EXERCISE 12

Use my - your - his - her - its - our - their to fill in the blanks.

1.He is not happy with _________________job.

2.What’s the name __________________name is Lucy Martha.

3.Sevim has got a cat  ____________________tail is very long.

4.Alvin and Frank are friends ____________________school is out of the town.

5.We cannot join you on Friday.

6.I have a house .____________________balcony is very big.

7.There is a cockroach in_____________________(he) bathroom.

8.Is this (you) car?

9.I have a cat ____________________name is Mintan.

10.We like sport_____________________favourite sport is soccer.



EXERCISE 13

Choose the correct answer.

1______________________brother lives in Berlin?

a) Me     b) She c) My d) They

2.I saw Mary last night. Do you know it is _______________birthday today?

a) the     b) she c) her d) his

3.The dog is playing with ______________________tail.

a) my     b) our c) your d) its

4.She needs a new smartphone because __________________old one is broken.

a) him    b) she c) them d) her

5.My brother has a new girlfriend _____________________girlfriend is very funny.

a) he      b) my   c) his   d) its

6.Lucy drives ___________________________car to work.
a) her      b) it c) she        d) his

7.Mike and Nancy have four children _____________________are well behaved.

a) These   b) they c) their d) them

8.It will be cold today. Please wear  _______________________warm clothes.

a) you     b) her   c) your d) its

9.The children have given __________________mother presents for her birthday.

a) them    b) their c) they d) those

10.My son works very hard. But __________________________grades are very low.

a) he         b) his                  c) her         d) him

11.Elena changed the color of___________________________ hair.

a) its         b) her                    c) she           d) him

12.The cow ate ______________________food quickly.

a) its b) her                c) his          d) their



EXERCISE 14

Complete the text by using possessive adjectives.

is George. 
new flat. 

______________flat is in the center of the city. Michael went to see 
He liked it a lot. Soon Maria will be ____________________sister in law because George and 
Maria are getting married. ______________and ______________parents are very excited. 
__________________friends are going to go to  the wedding. ___________wedding dress is 
going to be white _________________suit is going to be black. The wedding is going to be in 
a big hotel. After the wedding, they are going to a restaurant to have a huge meal with all 
friends and relatives.

EXERCISE 15

Fill the blanks with the correct subject pronouns and possessive adjectives.
Subject Possessive adjective
I ………………
……………….. Your
He ……………….
……………….. Her
It ……………….
………………. Our
They ……………….

3.POSSESSIVE ‘S

Forming the possessive

The possessive form is used with nouns referring to people, groups of people, countries, 
and animals. It shows a relationship of belonging between one thing and another. To
form the possessive, add apostrophe + s to the noun. If the noun is plural, or already ends 
in s, just add an apostrophe after the s.

Look at the examples:

Examples

the car of John = John's car

the room of the girls = the girls' room

clothes for men = men's clothes

the boat of the sailors = the sailors' boat

For names ending in s, you can either add an apostrophe + s, or just an apostrophe.

Examples



Thomas's book (or Thomas' book)

James's shop (or James' shop)

the Smiths's house (or the Smiths' house)

Functions of the possessive

'Belonging to' or 'ownership' is the most common relationship the possessive expresses.

Examples

John owns a car. = It is John's car.

America has some gold reserves. = They are America's gold reserves.

EXERCISE 16

Rewrite these sentences using HE, SHE, IT, THEY, WE, HIS, HER, THEIR, 
OUR, ITS.

1.Jane’s father is very thin. 
________________________________________________________
2.Men’s trousers are very expensive.
________________________________________________________
3.Jim’s shirt is very long.
________________________________________________________
4.Is your brother a businessman?
_______________________________________________________
5.My mother and I would like some tea.
________________________________________________________
6.These are books.
________________________________________________________
7.Mrs. Brown’s daughters are in the garden.
________________________________________________________
8.Where is Gökçe’s mother?
________________________________________________________
9.My father’s car is blue.
________________________________________________________
10.That rabbit is grey. The rabbit’s ears are long.
________________________________________________________
11.The students’ books are in the classroom.

12.This is Mrs. Brown’s coat, but these are the children’s coats.
_____________________________________________________



EXERCISE 17

Complete the sentences using the correct form of the POSSESSIVE ‘S.

1.What is your friend __________ name?
2.Sarah found somebody ________________ credit cards in the street.
3.The Eiffel Tower is Paris ____________most famous landmark.
4.The boys ________________ bedroom has just been painted.
5.I read about a murder in this morning ___________________newspaper.
6.Can you borrow your parents ______________________car at the weekend?
7.I need to get some medicine. Is there a chemist _____________near here?

EXERCISE 18

Rewrite the following using the correct POSSESSIVE form.

1.   the butterflies – the wings _________________the b
2.   the students – the books_______________________________________________
3.   drive – three hours ___________________________________________________
4.   the department store – the staff  __________________________________________
5.   living – the cost ______________________________________________________
6.  some friends – my brother _______________________________________________
7.   bread – the price ______________________________________________________
8.   the baby – the pram ___________________________________________________
9.   John and Paul – the wives ______________________________________________
10. the men – the changing rooms ___________________________________________
11.  the sea – the waves ____________________________________________________
12. a climb – two hundred meters ____________________________________________
13. Lucy and Emily – the mother ____________________________________________

EXERCISE 19

Answer the questions.

1.Is this your car?
No, ………… it is ....................................................................................... (Ben)
2.Are these your boots?
No, _________________________________________________________________(Jim)
3.Are these Sue’s glasses?
No, _________________________________________________________________(Eric)



4.Is that your dress?
No,_________________________________________________________________(Karen)
5.Is this my jacket?
No, ____________________________________________________________(Mr. Jackson)
7.Are these your shirts?
No, ______________________________________________________________(Mike)

dress?
No,_____________________________________________________________(my mother)

4.PRESENT SIMPLE

We use the present simple to talk about things in general.
The Present Simple expresses a habit or a routine.
The simple present tense also expresses unchanging situations, emotionsand 
wishes:

I drink milk every night. (habit)
I work in Afyonkarahisar. (unchanging situation) The earth 
goes round the sun. (general truth)

      The simple present tense is used:
To give instructions or directions:

You walk for five hundred meters, then you turn right.

To express fixed arrangements, present or future:

The train arrives at 09.00.

Be careful! The simple present is not used to express actions happening now

     
Examples



For habits
She eats hamburger at breakfast.
He only eats vegetable.
They read newspaper regularly.

For repeated actions or events
We go by car every morning.
It often rains in  spring.

  They go jogging every day.

For general truths
The Sun rises in the East.
Water freezes at zero degrees.

For instructions or directions
Close the door and sit down.
Turn right and go straight ahead.

For fixed arrangements
Her friend arrives tomorrow.
My holiday starts on the 18th May.

The present tense is the base form of the verb.

         
Present simple affirmative form of I/we/you/they

I/we/you/they drive/work/play etc.

           Present Simple with the Third Person

But with the third person singular (she/he/it), we add an –s:

Present simple affirmative form of he/she/it

he/she/it drives/works/plays etc.

Verbs ending in -y: the third person changes the -y to -ies: 
fly --> flies, cry --> cries

Be careful! if there is a vowel before the -y:



play --> plays, pray --> prays

Add -es to verbs ending in: -ss, -x, -sh, -ch: 
he passes, she catches, he fixes, it pushes

            Negative Form of Present Simple

            To make the negative form, you need to use 'do not' (don't) or ' does not' (doesn't).

Negative Form
I do not swim I don't swim
you do not swim you don't swim
he does not swim he doesn't swim
she does not swim She doesn't swim
it does not swim It doesn’t swim
we do not swim we don't swim
they do not swim they don't swim

    EXERCISE 1

    Make the present simple. Choose positive, negative or question.

1) (he / drive to work every day)
2) (I / not / think you're right)
3) (we / have enough time)? 
4) (I / eat cereal in the morning)
5) (they / write e-mails every day)?
6) (you / watch a lot of TV)
7) (he / not / read the newspaper
8) (she / dance often)?
9) (where / I / come on Mondays)?
10) (you / not / drink much tea)

Present Simple Yes/No Questions

We use do and does to make questions with the present simple. We use does
for the third person singular (she/he/it) and do for the others.

Present Simple Yes/No Questions
Do I play?



Do you play?
Does he play? 
Does she play? 
Does it play?
Do we play?
Do they play?

Yes/No questions can have short answers.

Do

You
like sleeping?

Yes, I do. / No, I don’t.

They Yes, we do. / No, we don’t.

Does He/she run on Sunday?
Yes, he does. / No, he doesn’t. 
Yes, she does. / No, she doesn’t.

Present Simple Wh- Questions

We use do and does with question words like where, what and when:

Wh- Questions 

Where do I play?
What do you play?
Why does he play? 
Who does she play? 
When do we play?
How do they play?

EXERCISE 2

Make present simple questions

1) (you/ likecake)? ?

2) (she/liveinLondon)? ?

3) (they/hatestudying)? ?

4) (you/drinkteaeverymorning)? ?

5) (you/smoke)? ?

6) (he/playtennisonSaturdays)? ?

7) (you/goshoppingattheweekend)? ?



8) (you/drinkalcohol)? ?

9) (she/workinanoffice?)? ?

10) (they/studyFrench?)? ?

EXERCISE 3

Changethefollowingsentencestoquestionsbeginningwiththegivenquestion word.

1) TheyliveinBrooklyn. Where ?

2) Thelessonbeginsat8 Whattime ?

3) Theygethomeat6 everynight. What time ?

4) ShespeaksFrenchverywell. What ?

5) Thosebookscostonedollar. Howmuch ?

6) Theytravelbycar. How ?

7) She wants to learn English because she wants abetter job. Why ?

8) Theymeetonthecornereverymorning. Where ?

9) Sheteachesusgrammar.What ?

10) Hegetsupatseveneverymorning. When

      



5. SUBJECT PRONOUNS
We use a pronoun when we don't want to repeat a noun or a noun phrase.
The English subject pronouns are: I, you, he, she, it, we, they

Singular Plural
I
You 
He 
She
It

We 
You 
They

Be careful! we use 'you' when we're talking to one person and when we're talking to 
more than one person.

We use these pronouns when they are the subject of a verb.
Examples
I like London.
You have eaten the chocolate. 
He plays football.
She hates mushrooms.
It was cold.
We are French.
They are going home.



EXERCISE 2

Write the correct subject pronoun

1. my mother
2. Daniel
3. your Friends
4. their house
5. Nancy
6. Mr. Brown
7. my book
8. her uncle
9. his niece
10. her grandmother

___________________________

Retrieved from Navigate Elementary (p.141), by J. Hughes and K. Wood, 2015, Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press. 
Copyright 2015 by the Oxford University Pre



6. OBJECT PRONOUNS
        We use object pronouns as the object of a verb:

Examples
Can you help me, please?
I can see you.
She doesn't like him.
I saw her in town today.
We saw them in town yesterday, but they didn't see us.

We use object pronouns after prepositions:

Examples
She is waiting for me. 
I'll get it for you.
Give it to him.
Why are you looking at her? Don't 
take it from us.
I'll speak to them.

Subject Pronoun Object Pronoun
I Me
You You
He Him
She Her
It It
We Us
You You
They Them

Adapted from from Speakout Elementary, by F. Eales and S. Oakes, 2015, Essex, UK: Pearsonby the Pearson



EXERCISE 3

Use pronouns to complete the sentences.

1) Do you like James?

Yes, I like ?

2) Do you like your neighbors?

Yes, I like ?

3) Do you like me?

Yes, I like ?

4) Do you like Juana?

Yes, I like ?

5) Do you like English?

Yes, I like ?

6) Do you like movies?

Yes, I like ?

7) Do your friends like you?

Yes, they like ?

8) Do you like your new car?

Yes, I like ?

9) Does Anna like you and me?

Yes, she likes ?

10) Does your dog like you?

Yes, he likes ?



Yes/No questions can have short answers.

Do

You
like sleeping?

Yes, I do. / No, I don’t.

They Yes, we do. / No, we don’t.

Does He/she run on Sunday?
Yes, he does. / No, he doesn’t. 
Yes, she does. / No, she doesn’t.

Present Simple Wh- Questions

We use do and does with question words like where, what and when:

EXERCISE 1

Make present simple questions

1) (you/ likecake)? ?

2) (she/liveinLondon)? ?

3) (they/hatestudying)? ?

4) (you/drinkteaeverymorning)? ?

5) (you/smoke)? ?

6) (he/playtennisonSaturdays)? ?

7) (you/goshoppingattheweekend)? ?

8) (you/drinkalcohol)? ?

9) (she/workinanoffice?)? ?

Wh- Questions 

Where do I play?
What do you play?
Why does he play? 
Who does she play? 
When do we play?
How do they play?



10) (they/studyFrench?)? ?

EXERCISE 2

Changethefollowingsentencestoquestionsbeginningwiththegivenquestion word.

1) TheyliveinBrooklyn. Where ?

2) Thelessonbeginsat8 Whattime ?

3) Theygethomeat6 everynight. What time ?

4) ShespeaksFrenchverywell. What ?

5) Thosebookscostonedollar. Howmuch ?

6) Theytravelbycar. How ?

7) She wants to learn English because she wants abetter job. Why ?

8) Theymeetonthecornereverymorning. Where ?

9) Sheteachesusgrammar.What ?

10) Hegetsupatseveneverymorning. When ?

_________________
Retrieved from My Grammar Lab Elementary (p.88), by M. Foley and D. Hall, 2012, Essex, UK: Pearson Education Limited. . Co



7. ADVERBS OF FREQUENCY

Adverbs of frequency tell how often something happens. They are used with a verb.

These adverbs usually come before the main verb,but they come after the verb to
be.

IalwaysgojoggingonSunday. I busy.
Sheofteneats fruit. She’s often very busy.

Sometimes andusually canalsocomeatthebeginningortheendofa 
sentence.

Usually I relax at weekends. I relax at weekends usually.
Never and always don’t come at the beginning or the end of a sentence.

(NOTNever Ibring work home.)

Examples
I always go to bed before 12 p.m.
I usually have cheese for breakfast.
I often surf the net.
I sometimes study German. 
I seldom eat junk food.
I rarely do sports.
I never drink alcohol.



Adverbs of Definite Frequency
We can also use the following expressions when we want to be more specific about the 
frequency:

every day
once a month
twice a year
four times a day
every other week
daily
monthly

Examples
I do my homework every day.
She brushes her teeth twice a day. 
He visits his grandmother monthly.

  They   go to    churcheverySunday.

8.LIKE/LOVE/HATE +VERB + -ING
When like/love/hate are followed by anotherverb, it is usually the -ing form.

Examples 
Positive

I like learning German.
They like running.
Joe loves playing football. 
Tina loves reading.
He likes driving a car.

Negative
Idon’t like learning English.

They don’t like running.
She TV.
It milk.
We a bike.

EXERCISE 3

Make the sentences.
1. we/like/swim .
2. they/love/run .
3. we/not/like/sail .
4. Joe/love/ski .
5. she/not/like/playtennis .
6. I/not/like/cycle .
7. He/hate/listentomusic



9.THERE IS / THERE ARE …

We use there is with a singular noun and there are with plural nouns.

Positive Sentences

There
is a book. (singular)

are two pencils. (plural)

We also use There is with uncountable nouns:

There is milk in the fridge.
There is some sugar on the table.
There is ice cream on your shirt.

   Contractions

The contraction of there is is there's.

There's a good song on the radio.

There's only one chocolate left in the box.

You cannot contract there are.
There are nine cats on the roof.
There are only five weeks until my birthday

Negative Form

Thenegativeisformedbyputtingnotafteris orare:

There

is not a pencil case. (singular)

are not any cats. (plural)



We almost always use contractions when

speaking. The Negative contractions are:

     There is not = There isn't
     There are not = There aren't

There isn’t /There aren’t with ANY

When we want to indicate that a zero quantity of something exists we use 
there aren't any.

There aren't any people at the party. 

There aren't any trees in my street.

We also use this structure with uncountablenouns:
There isn't any water in the swimming pool. 

There isn't any sugar in my coffee.

Questions

To form a question we place is / are in front of there.

Again we use any with plural questions or those which use uncountable nouns. We also use

there is / are in short answers.

Is          there             a        doginthesupermarket?-No,thereisn't.

Are    there  any   dogsinthepark?-Yes,thereare.

Is there a security guard in the shop? - Yes, there is.

Are thereany polarbears inAntarctica? -No, therearen't. 

Is   thereany ice-creaminthefreezer?-Yes,there is.



10.HOW MANY / HOW MUCH…?

How many…?

How many is used when wewant toknowthe QUANTITY ofsomething. It

is only used with plural countable nouns.

How many + plural noun

How many days are there in January?

How many people work in your company? 

How many cousins do you have?

How many books did you buy?

How many countries are there in the world?

How many students are in the class right now? 

How many chairs are there in this room?

How many pieces of chocolate would you like?

How much…?

How much is used with uncountable nouns.

How much + uncountable noun
How much time do we have to finish the test?

How much money did you spend?

How much sugar would you like in your coffee?

How much paper will I need?

How much milk is in the fridge?



How much traffic was there on the way to work?

How much …?-(Price)

Howmuchcan     also    beusedwhenwewanttoknowthePRICEofsomething.

In this case,we can use How much with countable nouns (both singular and plural nouns).

How much is that painting? 
How much are those shoes? 
Howmuchdidyourjacketcost?
How much is the dress on display in the window?
How much will it cost me?
How much does it cost?

EXERCISE 1

Use how much or how many. Mind countable and uncountable nouns.

1. stars are there in the sky?
2. people live onislands?
3. birds are there?
4. water is in the ocean?
5. money is in a bank?
6. countries are there in the world?
7. bread is eaten per day?
8. bones are there in the human body?
9. sand is in the deserts?
10. information is on the internet?

11.SOME/ANY/A LOT OF
Some/Any

• We can use some/any with uncountable nouns and plural nouns.

Positive There are some books. some + plural noun
Negative There aren’t any cats. any + plural noun
Question Are there any girls? any + plural noun



Wedon’tusesome inthenegative
                  I have some    towels

           Positive Plural noun

Becareful! Idon’thaveanylamps. 
(NOTIdon’thavesomelamps.)

EXERCISE 2

Completethesentencesbyusing some/any. 

1.Thereisn’t homework today.

2. Are there pens in thebag?

3. Thereare keys on thetable.

4. Therearen’t pictures.

5. Wehave mugs.

A LOT OF

Wecan use a lot of withnouns to show there is a big amount of something.

He has some clothes
She has a lot of 

EXERCISE 3

Complete these sentences by using some/a lot of.

1. Thereare cups.

2. Thereare glasses.

3. Shehas books.

4. Hehas English friends.



12.THIS/THAT/THESE/THOSE
         This/these

We use this (singular) and these (plural) as pronouns:

to talk about people or things near us:

This   is a  nice cup  of    tea
Whose  shoes  are these?

to introduce people:

to begin a conversation on the phone:

Hello,this isDavid.CanIspeaktoSally?

That/those
We    use that (singular)  and those (plural)as pronouns to  talk   about things   that 
are not near us:

We can use this/that/these/those without a noun.



EXERCISE 4

Fill in the blanks with this, that, these or those

1. Lookat ________________newspaper here.
2. ____________are mygrandparents, and ____________people over there are my 

friend's grandparents.
3. ___________________building over there is the Chrysler Building.
4. _______________ismymobilephoneand ________________ is yourmobile phone on

the shelf over there.
5. _________________ photosherearemuchbetterthan _________________

photos on the book.
6. _____________ was a greatevening.
7. Are ________________your pencilshere?
8. _________________ bottle over there is empty.
9. ___________________ bricks over there are for your chimney.
10. John,take __________________ folder and put it on the desk over there.

13. CAN/CAN’T
Can is a modal verb.

Can is used to express ability or to say that something is possible.

Can is the same for all subjects. We don't add an 'S' in the third person (like 
other verbs)

The verb that comes after Can is in the infinitive without to:

I can speak Spanish. (= it is possible for me to speak Spanish = I have
the ability to speak Spanish)
He can swim well.
We can see our neighbor in the garden.
They can play the guitar.

          
Negative

To form the negative we add "not" after can to form one word: 

cannot. We can also contract the negative to form can't. (can't = 

cannot)



I cannot play the piano. We can't go to the cinema tonight.
She cannot speak French very well. He can't drive a car.

          
Questions

To from the question we change the position of the subject and the auxiliary 
verb.

The main verb is still in the infinitive without to.

Where can I buy an ice-cream?
Can I go to the party, please?
Can you speak Japanese?

What can we do on Saturday?

Remember that you can use short answers:

Can I sit here please? Yes, you can.
Can you speak Chinese? No, I can't.

                EXERCISE 1

Monkeys talk

Pigs fly.

I play the piano., but Cory can't.

You go on vacation. It's too expensive.

I borrow some money?

I don't know the answer. you tell me?

Tony come tonight, he's too busy.

Jim makes great food. He cook really well.

Excuse me, we see the movie.

It's too noisy. We study well.



14.WAS/WERE

Was/were is the past form of am/is/are.

Was/were helps us make sentences when there are no action verbs such 
as come, see, go, eat etc. in the sentence.

We can use was/were to talk about someone or something.

I

was
at home.She He It

We You They
were

You can use was/were with an adjective, a noun, or a 

place:

          She was a student.

My hometown was a nice 

place. 

They were ill because of 

Covid-19. 

He was kind to me.

You were jealous 

of me. 

We were super 

excited.



Be Careful!

plural!
Use plural subjects with plural

nouns! Your watch was 

expensive.

Your watches were expensives. X

is the past form of .

Positive I/He/She/It was ill last week.

We/You/They were in Afyonkarahisar yesterday.

Negative I/He/She/It wasn’t at home last night.

We/You/They weren’t students last year.

EXERCISE 2

Fill in the blanks. Use WAS / WERE:

Mary and Susan …… were ……… ill yesterday.

The weather ____________very hot last Saturday.

The students ____________at the theater last night.

Betty ________________in Germany last summer.

My brother and I ______________at the football stadium on Saturday.

________________________ it cold yesterday?



EXERCISE 3

Put these sentences into the PAST. Use past form of verb “ TO BE “:

T O D A Y Y E S T E R D A Y

Example: I’m at home. ….. I was at
home……………………

Jane and Michael are tired.

She’s in the park.

………………………………………………

………………………………………………

3. It’s a sunny day. ………………………………………………

.……………………………………………

…………………………………………

….……………………………………………

7. I’m thirsty. …...………………………………………

….……………………………………………

9. We’re at the cinema. .………………………………………………

……………………………………………

11.Everyone is excited. ………………………………………………

12.I’m not afraid. .……………………………………………..

Was/Were: Yes/No Questions
To form yes/no questions with the verb to be we use was/ were before the subject of 
the sentence.

Example:

Was I late?



A: Yes, I was B: No, I

Were you/we/they tired?

A: Yes, you/we/they were B: No, you/we/they

Was he/she/it nice?

A: Yes, he/she/it was B: No, he/she/it

    Verb to be: Wh- Questions

We form wh- questions in a similar way to yes/no questions. However, 
we use a question word before was/were. In wh-questions we do not 
start with yes or no in order to answer the question.

Example:

A: Who was he? B: He was my cousin.A: 

Where were you?                        B: I was at home.

EXERCISE 4
Make questions about the text using WAS or WERE: Example: 
a) How old / Bill / during the First World War?

               How old was Bill during the First World War?

/ Bill / in the army? _______________________________________?
Where / Bill? ____________________________________________?

and children? ____________________________?
/ It dangerous in London? ___________________________________?
/ there bombs? ____________________________________________?
/ there a lot of food?  _______________________________________?
How old / the children? _____________________________________?

/ the children frightened? ____________________________________?



15.COULD/ COULDN’T

Examples:

I could swim when I was four.
I ride a bike when I was three.
Could he walk when he was 

two?

A: Yes, he could. B: No, he

Be careful!

After ‘c
I could make a cake when I was six. 
My mum couldn’t swim when she was a child.
Couldn’t I speak English before I went to school?

EXERCISE 5

Choose the correct answer.

When Tom was 16, he was a fast runner.

He run 200 
meters in 22 seconds.

I'm afraid I come to your party next Saturday.

I'm not in a hurry. I've got plenty of time. I wait.

I was feeling terribly sick yesterday. I eat anything.

a) Can b) Could c) 



Can you speak loudly, please? I hear you very well.

"You look exhausted." "Yes, I sleep last night.

a) Can b) Could c)

16. SIMPLE PAST TENSE

The simple past tense is used to show that a completed action took place at a specific time in 
the past.

The simple past is also frequently used to talk about past habits and generalizations.

Examples:

• I saw a movie yesterday.

• I didn't see a play yesterday.

• Last year, I traveled to Japan.

• Last year, I didn't travel to Korea.

• Did you have dinner last night?



Examples:

• I finished work, walked to the beach, and found a nice place to swim.

• He arrived from the airport at 8:00, checked into the hotel at 9:00, and met the 
others at 10:00.

• Did you add flour, pour in the milk, and then add the eggs?

Examples:

• I lived in Brazil for two years.

• Shauna studied Japanese for five years.

• They sat at the beach all day.

• They did not stay at the party the entire time.

• We talked on the phone for thirty minutes.

Examples:

• I studied French when I was a child.

• He played the violin.

• He didn't play the piano.



• Did you play a musical instrument when you were a kid?

Positive form
Regular Verbs

• To make positive sentences with regular verbs, add +ed.
They watched a movie last Tuesday.

I visited him on Monday.

We enjoyed the party.

How to make regular verbs past:

• If the verb has only one syllable and one vowel and one consonant, double the 
consonant and add -ed.

plan--- planned
stop-- stopped

• Verbs that end in a consonant + -y, change to -ied. try--
tried

study—studied

• Verbs that end with +e, just add -d. like-
liked

Irregular Verbs
• To make positive sentences with irregular verbs (see the link 

https://www.perfect-english-grammar.com/irregular-verbs.html), you need to 
memorize the correct forms.

Examples:

I saw a big cat yesterday.

She heard some strange noises.



We read the book together.

Adapted from from Get Close 1: Teacher’s Resource Book (p.9), by R. Longshaw, S. Brown and B. Traver-Chase, 2018, 
Boston, MA: National Geographic Learning, a Cengage Learning Company. Copyright 2018 by the Nation



EXERCISE 1
Write the past form of the verbs.

1.watch __________________________2.stop____________________________

3.play____________________________ 4.study __________________________

5.live ____________________________ 6.visit __________________________

7.be ____________________________ 8.buy____________________________

9.cost _____________________________10.drink_________________________

11.drive___________________________12.have__________________________

13.make ___________________________14.write ________________________

15.read ___________________________ 16.catch_________________________

17.spend__________________________ 18.run__________________________

19.lose ____________________________20.swim_________________________

Negative Form

To make negative sentences, use did not or There is NO difference between regular and
I didn’t go to the party.
She didn’t cry yesterday.
He didn’t steal the car.
They didn’t do their homework.

EXERCISE 2
Make up negative sentences.

1. She ate seven apples last week.

___________________________________________________________________________________

2. The boys were ill some days ago.

___________________________________________________________________________________

with the verbs without to.
irregular verb



3. My mother had her birthday on September 17.

___________________________________________________________________________________

4. My granny studied at Tartu University in 1950.

5. Mr Brown hurt his leg yesterday.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Question forms

To make questions, use did before the subjects and use verbs without to. There is NO difference between 
regular and irregular verbs.

Did you go to the party?
Did she cry yesterday?
Did he steal the car?
Did they do their homework?

To give short answers, use:

Yes I/you/we/they/he/she/it did.

Or No I/you/we/they/he/she/it didn’t.

EXERCISE 3
Make up yes-no questions and answer them.

1. Helen met her friend on Monday.

______________________________________________________________________________________

2. It was very warm this summer.

______________________________________________________________________________________

3. We had seven lessons on Saturday.

______________________________________________________________________________________

4. My little brother watched TV some hours ago.

______________________________________________________________________________________

5. The boys played tennis last week.
______________________________________________________________________________________



For wh- questions, use the same order and add when, why, how, which, who,
what…. at the beginning of the question.

When did you go to the party?

Why did she cry yesterday?

How did he steal the car?

Where did they do their homework?

You can’t use short answers with these questions. The answers have to be full sentences.

EXERCISE 4
Make up questions with the question words.

1.The dog ran in the garden.

Where 

2. He wrote the book last year.

3.He rode the bike very quickly.

__________________________________________________________

4. She had 4 brothers.

How many …

5.Kate washed the windows.



Time Expressions

We use Past Simple with time expressions to state when something happened.

night
morning

month
afternoon

last week yesterday
evening

year

Saturday

last Tuesday.

We ate pasta yesterday evening.

They arrived on time last Saturday.

He came here last Monday.

EXERCISE 5
Fill in with the past simple.

………………………………………………(wash) the windows and ……………………………….

……………………………………….(want) to make an apple cake. She

some apples. But she

……………………………………………. (not+have) any butter. She …………………………



17.REVISION

EXERCISE 1

Fill in these sentences using the correct form of the verb ‘to be’ and the words
in the brackets. Then write the words in the blanks.

1. I happy. (not)

3. You _____________ 
Japanese. (not)

5. They busy. (not)

7. Cheung Chau _________in 
Kowloon. (not)

9. We good friends.

11. You the monitor.

13. He 2 years old. (not)

2. He sad.

4. We Chinese.

6. Tigers _big cats.

8. His name Billy.

10. She my mother.

12. I thirteen years old.

14. They good football 
players. (not)

EXERCISE 2

Say these questions and answers using the correct form of the verb ‘to be’. Then 
write the words in the blanks.

he early? Yes, he is.

I late? No, you aren’t.

you sick? No, I’m not.

they friends? Yes, they are.

we in 

I in Class 1S? Yes, you are.

she your friend? Yes, she is.



they police? No, they aren’t.

we good friends? Yes, we are.

Possessive Adjectives

EXERCISE 3 

Use possessive adjectives to fill in the blanks.

This is my friend. _________________name is Helen.

This is my father. __________________name is Tasos.

I have a new car. ____________________ colour is red.

I have two cats. ___________________names are Lulu and Fifi.

Tonia and Vivi are my friends. _________________mother is my teacher.

EXERCISE 4 

Choose the correct answer.

This is Tonia and this is _____________________dog.
a. she b. her

This is Mr. Smith. She is ___________________teacher.
we b. our
This is Maria ________________________is my friend.

a. She b. Her
Tom and John are friends _____________________are from Greece.

a. They b. Their
Tom and John live here. This is __________________________house.

a. they b. their
This is Leo and this is Luk _____________________are brothers.

a. They b. Their
This is my father. _______________________________name is Steve.

a. He’s b. His
This is my brother ____________________________7 years old.

a. He’s b. His
_____________________________________________my mother.
She’s b. Her
This is ________________________________________cat

a. we b. our
I have got a cat ________________________________name is Fluffy.



a. It’s b. Its
Nick is my friend _________________________________great.

a. He’s b. His

Possessive ‘s

EXERCISE 5

Rewrite each of these noun phrases as a possessive noun followed by another noun.

the pain of the runner the runner’s pain

the visit of the class

the price of the shirt

the price of the shirts

the pets of everyone

6. the speed of the car

7. the speed of the cars

8. the roar of the ocean

9. the value of something

10.the recipe of my mother-in-law

11.the plan of the committee

12.the results of the competitions

13.the experience of the manager

14.the essays of the student

15.the essays of the students



Simple Present Tense

EXERCISE 6

Rewrite these sentences using the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

Susie shopping in Causeway Bay.(love)

Causeway Bay very busy.(be)

Betty early.(not get up)

I fruit.(not like)

School always k in the morning.(start)

We usually at school at half past seven.(arrive)

The dog me. (like)

Henry a nice school bag.(have)

She television every night. (not watch)

I _ that dress.(not like)

EXERCISE 7

Rewrite these sentences using the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

Sam (wash) his face every day.

Susie (kiss) Mum every night.

Dad often

Nick (cook) dinner for his family every evening.

He (brush) his hair every morning.

May often (read) books.

Kitty (wash) the dishes every night.

My bird (fly) beautifully.

The dog (like) eating bones. 10.My

baby sister (cry) every night.



11.Jenny always (do) her homework on time. 

12.Vincent (love) Flora.

13.Ron (take) his dog for a walk every afternoon. 14.Mable

usually (buy) vegetables at the market. 

15.The lion (run) very fast.

EXERCISE 8

Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the verb ‘to do’.

you like English? Yes, I do/we do.

Bobby like noodles No, he doesn’t.

we have a test now? Yes, you do/we do.

they have a test this morning? No, they don’t.

Susie like ice cream? Yes, she does.

Tommy walk to school? Yes, he does. 

7. you understand? Yes, I do.

I read English books? No, you don’t.

you remember me? Yes, I do.

we have to stay after school? No, you don’t.

EXERCISE 9

Put the verbs in brackets in the present simple tense:

School (to finish) at three

My mum (to like) classical music.

c-Toni (to play) football every Saturday.

              d- My cousin (to go) to school by bus.

e- My grandparents (to speak) French. 

f- My grandfather (to love) pizza.

Paul and Kate (to study) English every day.



Kate (to study) maths at university.

i-My brother (to do) his homework on the bus.

               j- Children (to like) eating a lot of chocolate.

She (to watch) TV every evening.

He (to stay) at home on Saturdays.

EXERCISE 10

Complete the sentences with the present simple of the verbs in brackets.

      a- I (not , to like) playing football.
( you/ to like) playing football with your 

friends?
(he/ to listen) to rap music?

She (not, to listen) to rock music.
My friends (not, to go) swimming on 
Saturdays.

(your friends/ to go) swimming every 
Saturday?
My friend _(not, to live) in Beirut.
h- (your friend/ to live) in

Zalka?
He _(to speak) Italian.
She (to wash) her hands when she

(to eat) a sandwich.
They (to watch) TV in the evenings.

Subject/Object Pronouns

EXERCISE 11

Write a pronoun to replace the highlighted word or words in each sentence.

Lucy and Joey are going to the movies.

Ask Johnny to replace you.

Bobby and I tonight.

Maybe somebody can go instead of Mary and I.



My dog is always licking Jenny. _;

Mr.   Henderson   was   really   mad   with the students. ;

Are Katie and you the tallest girls in the class?

Helen is my best friend.

The cats are running after the birds. ;

I hope someone will give the eraser back to Jack. ;

Give the exam to the teacher please.

EXERCISE 12

Rewrite the sentences using PRONOUNS to replace the underlined words. Follow 
the examples.

Peter has a nice bicycle.
He has a nice bicycle.

Laura is playing basketball with Roger. 
Laura is playing basketball with him.

Patricia has a beautiful cat.

Jimmy likes Katherine.

Ms. Johnson always explains the topics to the students.

Kevin knows how to fix your computer.

Tom and John usually study in my house.



Maureen is going to play with Vivian, Charlotte, and me.

Nancy is studying with Martha.

My friends and I play golf in Ruitoque every weekend.

The students are talking with Keith and Maria Claudia.

I only give special food to my dogs.

Adverbs of Frequency

EXERCISE 13

Insert an adverb of frequency into each sentence. Choose from always, almost always, 
usually, often, sometimes, seldom, rarely, almost never or never.

often

Example: My father ^ goes on business trips.

Our teacher teaches on Tuesday.

Our teacher goes swimming at the university pool.

Our teacher is absent.

Our teacher gives homework for theweekend.

Our teacher brings food into class.

Our teacher is impatient with students who don't pay attention.

Our teacher loses patience when students don'tunderstand.

Our teacher is energetic in class.

Our teacher tells funny stories.



There are handouts for students.

Our teacher gives exercise pages to students.

Our teacher wears jeans to class.

Our teacher is formally dressed. (in a business suit or ensemble)

Our teacher comes to class on time.

I am late for class.

I do the homework on Sunday.

Our teacher is in class before six o'clock.

I don't want to do thehomework.

I go on trips on the weekend.

My classmates are interested in what the teachersays.

I buy lottery tickets.

I am tired at the end ofclass.

I think about quitting school.

My street isnoisy.

I give money to peoplewho beg on the street.

There is/are

EXERCISE 14

Look at the picture and write a paragraph using there is/are.



A lot of- Some/any

EXERCISE 15

Complete the sentences using “some” or “any”. 

1. They didn’t pay us  ____________money.

I am going out with ______________friends of mine.

Have you seen ________________good films recently?

4. .

Can I have _________________milk in my coffee, please?

I was too tired to do ________________work.

cheques at ________________bank.

Can you give me ____________________information about the new project?

With this special ticket, you can travel on _________________train you like.

If you have _____________________questions, feel free to ask.

EXERCISE 16

Change these sentences into negative.



There is a jug on the table. =>

There are some lollipops. =>

There are four strawberries in the bowl. =>

There is an orange on the plate. =>

=> 

EXERCISE 17

Put the words in order to make sentences.

is / some / there / the / bread / in / basket. =>

any / there / biscuits / are / ? =>

many / there / lemons / how / are / ? =>

=>

=>

EXERCISE 18

Look at the picture and answer these questions.

Are there any apples?

Are there any plates?

Is there any bread?

How many pears are there?

How many bottles are there?



This/That/These/Those

EXERCISE 19

Complete with the correct pronoun (this, that, these or those).

Excuse me. Is __________________seat taken? Can I sit here?
The restroom is over there, near ________________door.
Hello, Anne. Let me introduce you to my colleagues_ _______________are Mark and
Tony.
Do you remember _____________________occasion in 1997 when we got lost in the 
woods.

bridge before. ___________________will be my first time.

EXERCISE 20

Rewrite the sentences in ‘’plural form’’.

That is a dictionary.

That is a baby.

This is a present.

This is an umbrella.

That isn’t a hamster. 

Is that a newspaper?

Is this a postcard? _

Is that a Spanish flag?

Is this a fly?

Is this a sheep?

EXERCISE 21

Fill in the blanks with ‘’this”, “that”, “these”, “those”.

I.e. “This is a bus and these are cars”.

a wolf and wolves.

some oil and some sugar.

a mouse and mice.

a fish and fish.



a toy and some toys.

Was/Were

EXERCISE 22

Fill in the blanks with was or were.

You _________________ill yesterday.
She _____________________a nurse.
They __________________at home.
Ahmet ___________________a student.
We __________________in the room.

The students   ____________________in the classroom.
They________________________ happy.

             Make the sentences negative.

1. ________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________
4 _________________________________________________________
5._________________________________________________________
6. ________________________________________________________
7. ________________________________________________________
8. ________________________________________________________

Make the sentences question.

1. _______________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________
4. _______________________________________________________
5. _______________________________________________________
6. _______________________________________________________
7. _______________________________________________________
8. _______________________________________________________

EXERCISE 23

Answer the questions.

1. Were they sad?



Yes, ________________________________________.

                       No, ________________________________________ . 

2. Was he honest?

Yes, ________________________________________.

                      No, _________________________________________.
3. Was she a teacher?

     Yes, ______________________________________________________________________
                      No, _________________________________________.

4. Were you tall?

Yes, ________________________________________.

                       No, ________________________________________ .

EXERCISE 24

Answer the questions.

1. When were you born?                           ___________________________________.

2. Where were you born?                          ___________________________________.

3. When was he born? (2002)                    ___________________________________ .

4. Where was she born?
           
            5. Where were they? (garden)                 ___________________________________ .
___________________________________ .

Can/Can’t for ability

EXERCISE 25

Monkeys talk

Pigs fly.

I play the piano., but Cory can't.

You go on vacation. It's too expensive.

I borrow some money?

I don't know the answer. you tell me?



Tony come tonight, he's too busy.

Jim makes great food. He cook really well.

Excuse me, we see the movie.

It's too noisy. We study well.

Could/Couldn’t

EXERCISE 26

Complete the sentences with can, can't, could, couldn't + one of these verbs:

Come  eat hear  run sleep   wait

I'm afraid I________________________to your party next week.

When Tom was 15, he was a fast runner. He ________________________100 meters in

11 seconds.

time.

I was feeling sick yesterday. I __________________________________anything.

Can you speak up a bit? I _____________________________________you very well.

»Yes, I ______________________________________last

EXERCISE 27

Rewrite the sentences using ca

- You ...

a car. - He ...

It was not possible for me to go to London. - I …

- She …

- Can …?
They were able to run very fast. - They …



- Could … ?

I’m sure that that woman is not Sheila. -That woman ...

Simple Past Tense

EXERCISE 28

Write down the past form of these verbs.

Go Take Eat Sleep       leave

Put Have Buy Know Be ______

                               

                    



EXERCISE 29

Change the verb to the correct form

Ms. Dubman the bus to school this morning (take)

The students around the classroom yesterday (run)

When the weather was cold, everyone indoors (stay)

The boss (tell)

Laura frightened when she moved to the Prairie. (be)

EXERCISE 30

Change the sentence to negative.

The students studied for the test.

Tom thought his best friend was lying to him.

Ms. Cohen drove her car too fast.

Mary swam faster than the other people on the team.

EXERCISE 31

Answer the questions.

What time did you get up?

Where did you put your pencil?

How many students were absent yesterday?



Did the girls speak to the boys in the hall? (answer Yes......................... )

Why did you come to America?

18.COUNTABLE AND UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS

Countable nouns are for things we can count.

Example: dog, horse, man, shop, idea, pen, apple, onion etc.

Countable nouns usually have a singular (a /an) and plural form (-s, -es, -ies).

Singular Plural

A dog I have two dogs.
A horse Ten horses are running across the hill.
A man There are three men standing over there.
A woman In a football team, eleven women play in the match.
A shop The shops are not open on Sunday in Afyon.
An idea Some ideas came up to my mind.
An apple                  Apples are very easy to find in every season.
An onion                  She puts six onions in her favorite delicious meal.

Uncountable nouns are for the things that we cannot count.

Example: tea, sugar, water, air, rice, bread etc.

They are often the names for abstract ideas or qualities.

Example: knowledge, beauty, anger, fear, love.

They usually do not have a plural form.

We cannot say sugars, angers, knowledges.



They are used with a singular verb.

Money is not the only tool to be happy.

makes you get fat. Love is in the air.

Beauty is temporary but knowledge is infinite.

Water is a limited source of the world and is being wasted continuously.

Examples of common uncountable nouns:

money, furniture, happiness, sadness, research, evidence, safety, beauty, knowledge.

We cannot use a/an with these uncountable nouns. To express a quantity of one 
of these  nouns, use a word or expression like:

some, a lot of or any.

There is a lot of research into the causes of this disease.

A lot of furniture makes this small room very crowded.

There is some bread sh.

He gave me some advice before my interview. 

They've got some furniture.

I usually drink morning coffee with some chocolate. 

Turkish people eat a lot of yoghurt during their daily meals.

Can you give me some information about uncountable nouns?

Some nouns are countable in other languages but uncountable in English.

BE CAREFUL with the noun 'hair' which is normally uncountable
in English:
She has long blonde hair
It can also be countable when referring to individual hairs:

My father's getting a few grey hairs now.



EXERCISE 1

Complete the sentence with a/an or some.

1. I wrote letter.
2. I got mail.
3. We bought equipment for our camping trip.
4. You need tool to cut wood.
5. I ate food.
6. I had apple.
7. I wore old clothing.
8. I wore old shirt.
9. Jim asked me for advice.
10. I gave Jake idea.
11. I read amazing story in the book.
12. The newspaper has interesting news today
13. I know songs from India.
14. I know Indian music.

EXERCISE 2

Underline the noun in each sentence and write ‘C’ for countable nouns and ‘U’ for 
uncountable nouns.

That is an excellent painting.
milk. 

How many photos did Jack take?
Add a little more oil, please. 
Her drawings really interest me.
Hope keeps me going.
How much flour did you buy?
Where are my new two t-shirts?
We have plenty of coal.

10.Information is the expensive jewellery of the new era of the world. 

EXERCISE 3

Complete the sentences with a/an (for countable nouns) or some.

I bought furniture for my apartment.
I bought table for my apartment.
Rita is wearing ring on her left hand.
Rita is wearing jewelry on her left hand.
I have homework to do tonight.
I have assignment to do.
I asked question.
I was looking for information.



I learned new word today.
        10.I learn new vocabulary every day.

EXERCISE 4
Add-s if possible. Otherwise, write a slash in the blank.

1. I bought some furniture_____________for my apartment.
2. I bought some table____________ for my apartment.
3. Rita is wearing some ring_____________ on her left hand.
4. She is wearing some jewellery ___________on her left hand.
5. I have some homework___________to do tonight.
6. I have some assignment_________to do.
7. I have some job___________ to finish.
8. I have some work _________________to do.
9. I asked some question__________.
10. I was looking for some information____________ .
11. I learned some new word______________today.
12. I learned some new vocabulary _______________ everyday.

19. SOME / A LOT OF / ANY

sentences.

I bought some eggs and a lot of cheese.

There is some ice on the road. He made a 

lot of mistakes.

I saw some people in the back yard. There is some 

milk in this soup.

There are a lot of birds in th cage.

People ate a lot of bread during the dinner.

Can I have some coffee, please? 

Can I have some salad?

Can you lend me some money? 

Can you give me some chicken? 

Would you like some coffee?



Would you like some salad?
We use ‘any’ for both countable and uncountable nouns in negative sentences.

I didn’t any eggs and cheese. 

There isn’t any ice on the road. He didn’t 

make any mistakes.

I didn’t see any people in the back yard. 

There isn’t any milk in this soup.

There aren’t any birds in the cage.

any bread during the dinner.

table and uncountable nouns in question sentences.

Is there any ice on the road? Did he 

make any mistakes?

Did you see any people in the back yard? 

Is there any milk in this soup?

Are there any birds in the cage?

Did people eat any bread during the dinner?

Do you have any money?

Does he speak any foreign languages?

EXERCISE 5

Complete the sentences with ‘some’ or ‘any’.

I can pay. I’ve got money.
There aren’t shops in this part of the town.
George and Alice don’t have pets.
Do you have brothers or sisters?
There are beautiful flowers in the garden.
Are there e-mails for me this morning?
Would you like tea? ‘Yes,
Do you know good hotels in the city center?
We watched interesting films last weekend.

         10.I’m thirsty. Can I have water, please?



EXERCISE 6

Complete the sentences. Use ‘some’ or ‘any’ + ‘one of the words’ from the box.

air batteries chairs cheese friends languages
milk money photographs problems shampoo
stamps

1.I can’t buy you a drink. I don’t have .
2.I want to wash my hair. Is there .

to get .
4.Can you speak foreign
5.I don’t have my camera, so I can’t take .

We had with the car.
7.Everybody was standing because there in the hall.

out for .
Are there                                                                       

10.Can I have in my coffee, please?

11.Yesterday evening, I went to a restaurant with _____________________

12.Would you like enough 
to eat.



20.  COMPARATIVE ADJECTIVES
Use of Comparative Adjectives

When we talk about two things, we can "compare" them. We can see if they are the same 
or different. Perhaps they are the same in some ways and different in other ways. We can 
use comparative adjectives to describe the differences. We use comparative adjectives 
when talking about two things (not three or more things.)

We use comparative adjectives to show 
change or make comparisons:

This car is certainly better, but it's much more expensive.
I'm feeling happier now.
We need a bigger garden.

We use than when we want to compare one thing with another:

She is two years older than me.
New York is much bigger than Boston.
He is a better player than Ronaldo.
France is a bigger country than Britain.

If we talk about the two planets Earth and Mars, we can compare 
them as shown in the table below:

Mars is smaller than Earth.
Mars is colder than Earth.
Mars is more distant from the Sun than the Earth.
Mars has more moons than Earth.

When we want to describe how something or someone changes we 
can use two comparatives with and:

The balloon got bigger and bigger.
Everything is getting more and more expensive.
Grandfather is looking older and older.

We often use the with comparative adjectives to show that one thing 
depends on another:
The faster you drive, the more dangerous it is.
(= When you drive faster, it is more dangerous.)

The higher they climbed, the colder it got.
(= When they climbed higher, it got colder.)



Formation of Comparative Adjectives

There are two ways to make or to "form" a comparative adjective:

short adjectives: add "-er"
long adjectives: use "more"

Short adjectives: add -er examples

1-syllable adjectives old, fast

2-syllable adjectives ending in -y happy, easy

RULE: add "-er"

Variation: if the adjective ends in -e, just add -r

Variation: if the adjective ends in consonant,
vowel, consonant, double the last consonant

Variation: if the adjective ends in -y, change
the y to i

Long adjectives: use more examples

2-syllable adjectives not ending -y modern, pleasant

all adjectives of 3 or more
syllables expensive, intellectual

RULE: use "more" more modern
more expensive

With some 2-syllable adjectives, we can use "-er" OR "more":

cleverer/more clever

ower/more narrow

1-syllable adjectives old, fast

2-syllable adjectives ending in -y happy, easy

RULE: add "-er"

Variation: if the adjective ends in -e, just add -r

Variation: if the adjective ends in consonant,
vowel, consonant, double the last consonant

Variation: if the adjective ends in -y, change
the y to i

Long adjectives: use more examples

2-syllable adjectives not ending -y modern, pleasant

all adjectives of 3 or more
syllables expensive, intellectual

RULE: use "more"



                  

Exception: The following adjectives have irregular forms:

good better
well (healthy) better
bad worse
far farther/further

Look at these examples:

John is 1m80. He is tall. But Chris is 1m85. He is taller than John.

America is big. But Russia is bigger.

I want to have a more powerful computer. Is French more difficult than English?

EXERCISE 1

Choose the correct answer.

1) Which is correct? "Do you think Maria is _______ than Selena?"

a) prettier b) more prettier c) more pretty

2) Which is not a comparative form of the adjective "clever"?

a) cleverer b) cleverrrer c) more clever

3) Which is correct? "English is _______ Japanese."

a) easier b) more easy c) easier than

4) Which is correct? "This year the weather is ______ than last year."

a) badder b) worse c) worser

5) Which is comparative? "Whose English is _______? Mine or his?"

a) good b) better c) best



EXERCISE 2

Match the phrases to make ten sentences.

1. If you practice more,  _____________________________.

2. We've invited six friends for dinner, so ________________.

3. The Beatles are not bad, but ________________________.

4. My brother is ten years ____________________________.

5. Brazil's economy is now ____________________________.

6. Travelling by train is ______________________________.

7. Computers these days are getting ____________________.

8. As the story went on, it became ______________________.

9. The harder I work, ________________________________.
    
    10. The higher the plane went, ______________________.

EXERCISE 3

Complete the sentences with an adjective form the box in the form of a 
comparative adjective.

bad difficult careful crowded easy expensive
good heavy hot important large young

1.The weather in Africa is  _______ than the weather in Europe.

2.This grammar topic is much _______ than the last one.

3.I'm _______ at mathematics than at science.

4.In most schools a D is a _______ grade than an A.



5.She's 10 minutes _______ than her twin sister.

6.Is it _______ _______ to be rich or to be popular?

7.My father is a _______ _______ driver than my mother.

8.An elephant is _______ than a mouse, but much lighter than a blue whale.

9.Notebook computers are usually _______ _______ than desktop computers.

10.The cafeteria is _______ _______ today than it was yesterday.

11.My friend is richer than me and lives in a _______ house.

12.This grammar quiz was even _______ _______ than usual.

EXERCISE 4

Choose the correct answer.

1. I think London is more ____________ New York. (expensive)

2. Is the North Sea ____________ than the Mediterranean Sea?(big)

3. Are you a ____________ student than your sister?(good)

4. My dad's ____________ than your dad! (funny)

5. Crocodiles are ____________ dolphins. (dangerous)

6. Physics is ____________ than chemistry. (bad)

7. Cars are ____________ than motorbikes. (safe)

8. Australia is ____________ hotter than Ireland. (far)

___________________________

Taken from http://www.focus.olsztyn.pl/en-comparative-adjectives-exercise.html#.X5gJHYgzbIV



EXERCISE 5

Fill in the gaps with the comparative forms of the adjectives in brackets to complete 
the following sentences.

1. Sharks are ____________ than lions. (dangerous).
2. William Shakespeare is ____________ than Christopher Marlowe. (famous).

3. Henry is_______ than his sister. (absent-minded)

4. Tom is ____________  than David. (selfish)

5. He is ____________ than he used to be last year. (fat)

6. Andrew seems to be ____________ than he was two months ago. (slim)

7. Walt is ____________ nowadays than he used to be when he was 
____________(impatient / young)

8. Our town is ______________ than Manchester. (attractive)

9. Tom is ____________ than his elder brother. (impulsive)

10. This poem is ____________ than any other poem I've read.
(pathetic)

11. Your house is ____________ than mine. (beautiful)

12. His room is ____________ than yours. (dark)

13. I think that English films are ____________ than American ones. (interesting)

14. George runs ____________ than Jim. (fast)

15. The living conditions are ____________ than they used to be. (bad)

16. Today Father is ____________  than usual. (irritated)

17. Exercise 16 is ____________ than exercise 15. (easy)

18. "Prevention is ____________ than cure". (good)

19. Your argumentation is ____________ than Robert's.
(convincing)



20. At home, Mother is always ____________ than Father. (

EXERCISE 6

Fill in the gaps with the comparative forms of the adjectives in brackets to complete 
the following sentences.

1. Our  _ _________________ research should prove it. (far)

2. It will be __________________ to remove it now. (easy)

3. The weather today is __________________ than it was yesterday. (bad)

4. My __________________ brother is a lawyer. (old)

5. Hit it __________________. (hard)

7. Who is a __________________ driver: you or your wife? (good)

8. Here is a __________________ map. (detailed)

9. Neptune is __________________ away from the Sun than Jupiter. (far)

10. Mary cooks __________________ than I do. (well)

11. I lost __________________ than I'd thought. (little)

15. John is a __________________ actor than I am. (good)

16. This copy is in a __________________ condition. (good)

18. His __________________ sister is __________________

than his older sister. (young / nice)

19. It took me __________________ than you think. (long)

EXERCISE 7
Fill in the gaps with the comparative forms of the adjectives in brackets to complete 

the following sentences.

1) My sister is two years __________________  than me. (old)

2) Cars are ____________________ than bicycles. (expensive)

3) Rats are __________________  than mice. (big)



4) China is much __________________  than Britain. (big)

5) Norway is __________________  than Greece in winter. (cold)

6) Old films are usually __________________  than modern

films. (short)

7) Edinburgh is __________________ from London than it is from Manchester. (far)

8) Strawberries are __________________  than kiwis. (sweet)

9) My brother is 30 and I am 35. I am  __________________
than him. (old)

10) My brother weighs 85 kilos. I weigh 80. He is __________________ . (heavy)

EXERCISE 8

Fill in the gaps with the comparative forms of the adjectives in brackets to complete 
the following sentences.

1) Our house is __________________  than theirs. (big)

2) I'm __________________  than my brother. (tall)

3) Tortoises live __________________ than cats. (long)

4) Electrical goods are usually __________________ in America than in Britain. 
(cheap)

5) Electrical goods are usually __________________ in Britain than in America. 
(expensive)

6) Adele is a __________________  singer than Madonna. (good)

7) I think studying mathematics is __________________ than learning English. 
(difficult)

8) Switzerland is much __________________ than Germany. (small)

9) My brother is thirty and I am twenty-five – I am __________________ than him. 
(young)

     10) Oxford is quite near to London, but Liverpool is __________________ . (far)



21.SUPERLATIVE ADJECTIVES

Formation of Superlative Adjectives

A superlative adjective expresses the extreme or highest degree of a quality. We use a 
superlative adjective to describe the extreme quality of one thing in a group of things.

We can use superlative adjectives when talking about three or more things(not two 
things).

As with comparative adjectives, there are two ways to form a superlative 
adjective:

short adjectives: add "-est"
long adjectives: use "most"

We also usually add 'the' at the beginning.

Short adjectives

1-syllable adjectives old, fast

2-syllable adjectives ending in -y happy, easy

RULE: add "-est" oldest

Variation: if the adjective ends in -e, just add -st

Variation: if the adjective ends in consonant, vowel, 
consonant, double the last consonant

Short Adjectives

Variation: if the adjective ends in -y, 
change the y to I

Long adjectives

2-syllable adjectives not ending in -y modern, pleasant



all adjectives of 3 or more syllables expensive, intellectual

RULE: use "most"
xpensive

With some 2-syllable adjectives, we can use "-est" OR "most":

Exception: The following adjectives have irregular forms:
•
•
•

Use of Superlative Adjectives

We use a superlative adjective to describe one thing in a group of three or more things. 
Look at these examples:

• Mike is 180 cm. Dave is 185 cm. Jacob is 190 cm. Jacob is the tallest.

• Canada, China and Russia are big countries.

But Russia is the biggest.
• Mount Everest is the highest mountain in the world.
If we talk about the three planets Earth, Mars and Jupiter, we can use superlative 

adjectives.
Jupiter is the biggest.
Jupiter is the most distant from the Sun. Jupiter has the most moons.
Jupiter is the  coldest. Jupiter has the shortest day.

EXERCISE 1
Choose the correct answer.
1. Which is correct? "That was movie I've ever seen!"
a) the most scary
b) the scaryest
c) the scariest

2. Which is correct? "Do you really think Japanese is the world's
language?"

a) most difficult



b) difficultest
c) the most difficult

3. Which is the superlative form of the adjective "clever"?
a) cleverest
b) most clever
c) cleverest OR most clever

4. Ariana sang her latest songs and of her old songs.
a) the best
b) her best
c) best

5. In 2019 NASA stated that the previous five years were
ever recorded.

a) the most hottest
b) the hottest
c) the most hot
6. Choose the superlative form: "It looks like our fears are coming true."
a) bad
b) worse
c) worst

EXERCISE 2
Complete the sentences. Use the superlative form of the adjectives in brackets.
1. Who is the __________(tall) person in your family?
2. My mum is the ______(good) cook in the world.
3. December is the ______(cold) month of the year in my country.
4. What's the ___________(dangerous) animal in the world?
5. Ethan is the ________(happy) boy that I know.
6. Where are the _______(nice) beaches in your country?
7. She bought the ________(big) cake in the shop.
8. Who is the ________(famous) singer in your country?

EXERCISE 3
Fill in the gaps with the superlative forms of the adjectives in brackets to complete 

the following sentences.

1. Mr Brown is ________________tutor in our university.(experienced)
2. __________pupils should be paid more attention. (good)
3. ________________film we've ever seen is "Enter the Dragon". (interesting)
4. It was Chris who wrote_______________ composition. (brilliant)
5. Spring is ______________season of the year. (pleasant)
6. Tom's room is________________ of all. (clean)
7. Of all Polish writers, Sienkiewicz is_________________one. (great)
8. Jim is_________________ pupil in my class. (difficult)
9. Ann is _______________student in our group. (hard-working)
10. James is _______________person in our office. (open-minded)
11. Egypt is one of ______________countries in the world. (old)
12. Canada is the second ______________country in the world. (large)
13. Helen is _______________girl I've ever met. (kind-hearted)
14. I think England has ______________ weather in the world. (changeable)



15. ______________hotel in Poznan is "Polonez". (comfortable)
16. ______________person is Henry; he never tells a lie. (credible)
17. For many years, the Beatles were ____________group. (popular)
18. It's __________________town I've ever seen. (ugly)
19. Winter was _____________ time for us. (bad)

EXERCISE 4

Choose the correct answer.
1.What's time of year to visit your city?

     a) Best                     b) the best
2.What are things to see and do? the interesting
a) most  interesting b)  the most interesting
3. What's way to travel around? What's the fastest? easiest
a)the easiest             b)the most easy
4. What do you think is area? the attractivest
a)  most  attractive      b)the most attractive
5. Are there any areas which are not safe? Which are?
a) the dangerous       b) the most dangerous
6. What's building? What's the oldest? the tallest
a) most  tall t              b) the most tall
7. What are cafés and restaurants?
a) the popularest         b) the most popular
8. What's supermarket? What's the most expensive?
a) the cheapest           b) the most cheap

EXERCISE 5
Fill in the gaps with the superlative forms of the adjectives in brackets to complete 

the following sentences in English. 
1. Our house is _________in the street. (big)
2. He is _______________of four children. (old)
3. ______________man in the world is 120 years old. (old)
4. Don't go there - it's ____________shop in the town. (expensive)
5. My brother says The Beatles were _________group ever. (good)
6. The Nile is ____________river in the world. (long)
7. Everest is ______________mountain in the world. (high)
8. Is the president _____________man in the country? (important)
9. Sam is a terrible footballer - he's __________ player in the team. (bad)
10. What's  ____________________city in the world? (large)

22.PRESENT CONTINUOUS
We use the present continuous to talk about things happening now.

1) Dr. Smith is driving to the hospital.
2) A: Where is Ece? B: In her room. She is studying.



• We use the present continuous to talk about temporary activities.

1) He is studying in German this year.
2) I am driving my in the workshop.

1) The glaciers are rapidly melting at the north and south pole.
2) The number of wild animals is falling at an alarming rate.

Affirmative Form

I am reading an immersive fiction 
book.

You are eating loudly.

He is painting the wall.

She is washing the dishes.

It is snowing.

We are waiting for them.

They are having dinner together.

Spelling Rules

Verb 
ending

Spelling change Example

most verbs add -ing enjoying, trying, buying, 
playing, working.

-e drop the -e and add -ing write - writing take -
taking hide - hiding

vowel + 
1 
consona
nt

double the consonant + -ing stop – stopping get -
getting run- running



NOTE: die – dying lie - lying

Negative Form

I am not listening to pop music.

You aren’t telling the truth.

He isn’t getting fat.

She isn’t staying in a dormitory.

It isn’t getting hotter.

We aren’t studying history.

They aren’t playing chess.

Question Form
To make questions we change the order of the subject and the verb to be. To 
make wh-questions we add a wh- word before am/is/are

Am I getting fat?

What are you doing there?

Where is he staying now?

Why is she crying?

Is it raining?

Why are we waiting for them?

Are they doing their homework?

NOTE: We usually give short answers with yes/no questions. We use to be in our 
answers, not the verb + -ing. We often use contractions in the negative form.

Yes, she writing.)
Am I bothering you? Yes, you are. (Yes, you’re)



EXERCISE 1

Complete the conversation with the present continuous form of the 
verbs in the box.

A:   Hello May, how are you? 1 you ready for your 
video lesson?

B:   Oh, hello Pilar. Just one minute – essay. 2
you

for me?

What 3 you ? B: 

– it’s on my desktop.

Business in Singapore?

B:   No, I 4
now.

A:  Why 5 you about business in South 

America? B:  I 6 to move to Buenos Aires to start a business.

A: Very good. Come and visit me when you get here!

EXERCISE 2

What’s happening in your body right now? Use the prompts to write sentences.

1. Blood / circulate / around my body.
.

2. My heart / pump / blood.
.

3. My lungs / absorb / oxygen.
.

4. My diaphragm / move / up and down.
.

5. My stomach / digest / food.
6. ______________________________________________________________

_.

study get learn wait plan not write



Present Simple or Present Continuous?

We use Present Continuous to talk about things that are 
happening at this moment or around now.
We use Present Continuous to talk about habits, routines and 
things that happen all the time.

EXERCISE 3

Circle the correct form written in italics.

1) Jane is happy today. Everything is goes / is going well.

2) I can’t hear you. I’m listening / listen to the radio. Let me turn it off.

3) A lot of people speak / are speaking English around the world.

4) They are doing / does sports now.

5) I’m liking / like the new restaurant in the city center. Do you?

6) Wake up! The teacher is asking / asks you a question.

7) You know / are knowing my brother Mert.

8) m reading / read at the moment.

It rains a lot in winter. (habitual situation)
Take your umbrella. It is raining (now)
Scientist do experiments to test their theories (always true)
Scientist are doing experiments to see if there is life on Mars. (currently)
She speaks Spanish and Polish. (She can speak these languages)

(now).

We do not usually use these verbs in the present continuous:
believe, like, love, hate, know, understand and want.

I understand what you mean. I am understanding what you mean.
She believes in ghosts. She is believing in ghosts.



EXERCISE 4

Complete the sentences with Present Simple or Present Continuous 
form of the verbs in parentheses.

Marisa: Hi, Donna! What are you (1)

(do)? Donna: I’m (2)

(read) an e-mail from

my cousin. Marisa: What’s she (3) _ (do)?

Donna: She’s (4) (sail) from Miami to 

Barbados. Marisa: Cool! What does she usually (5) (do)?

Donna: She’s a teacher. She (6) (work) in 

a school. Marisa: Does she (7) (enjoy) her job?

Donna: Yes, she does.

Marisa: And is she (8) (enjoy) the trip?

Donna: Yes, she says she’s (9) (have) a wonderful time.

23.INDEFINITE PRONOUNS
We use words such as something, everyone, nowhere anytime to talk about 
people, things, places and time in a general indefinite way, perhaps because you 

is.

People Thing Place

Someone Somebody Something Somewhere

Anyone Anybody Anything Anywhere

No one Nobody Nothing Nowhere

Everyone Everybody Everything Everywhere

1) Everybody likes chocolate.
2) Does anyone here speak French?



We use pronouns with some- in sentences with a positive verb and 
questions, when we offer or requests.

1) We need someone/somebody to help us.
2) Would you like something to eat (=offer)
3) Can you give me something to read?

We use pronouns with any- in negative sentences and questions.
1) There isn’t anybody in the classroom today.
2) problem.
3) Is there anything I can do?

We use pronouns with no- in sentences with a positive verb to mean 
not, 

we use any-.
1) Nobody wants to be in his position.
2) Nothing happened in the film, it was really boring.
3) There is nothing in the fridge OR There isn’t anything in the fridge.

EXERCISE 5

Complete the sentences with the correct indefinite pronouns.

1) Has find it .
2) I’ve got exciting to tell you about you know.
3) We didn’t do interesting all weekend – we stayed at 

home and did .
4) I’ for them but I can’t find them
5) for                            to park, but there is ______________in this

street.

EXERCISE 6

Choose the correct word written in italics.

Conversation 1
everything / something 

leaving. B: But why John? I did everything / something for 
you.
A: I know you did. But it will never work between us.
B: Oh, John. Is there anything / nothing I can do to change 
your mind? A: No, anything / nothing.

Conversation 2



C: Did you hear that?
D: No, I didn’t. I didn’t hear anything / 
something everyone / 
somebody downstairs.
D: No, there isn’t. There’s no one / anyone downstairs. Go 
to sleep. C: Then what was THAT?

24.GOING TO
We use going to when we have decided to do something, 
that is, 
when we are talking about our intentions or plans.

1) I’m going to attend a CT course tomorrow.
2) My brother is going to study in the UK next term.

We can also use going to to make predictions.

1) World temperatures are going to rise.
2) I'm sorry, but things aren't going to get any better.

In situations where we are sure about the future because of something we 
see in the present, we use going to to make predictions

1) My sister is pregnant - she's going to have a baby.
2) The patient is looking terrible. I think he is going to die soon.

Affirmative form

I am going to start work.

You are going to miss the bus.

He is going to do the shopping.

She is going to look after the baby.

It is going to rain.

We are going to have a good time

They are going to learn French this 
summer.



Negative form

I am not going to start work.

You miss the bus.

He do the shopping.

She look after the baby.

It rain.

We have a good time

They learn French this summer.

Question Form
To make questions we change the order of the subject and the verb to be. To make 
wh-questions we add a wh- word before am/is/are

Am I going to pass the exam?

Why are you going to leave early?

Is he going to come to the party?

Why is she going to sell her laptop?

Is it going to rain?

What are we going to buy for them?

Where are they going to have dinner?

Short Answers
Yes, I am. No. I’m not.

Yes, he/she/it is. No, he/she/it isn’t.

Yes, you/we/they are. No, you/we/they aren’t.

EXERCISE 1

Complete the dialogue using the prompts and going to.

Katya: Hi, Marisa! (1) (you / come / to the 

movies) with us tonight?

Marisa: Yes, I am.



Katya: What (2) (you / 

about you?

Katya: (3) (I / wear my summer 

dress) Marisa: Is Donna coming?

Katya: I think so. (4) (I / send her a message) 

and check.

Marisa: (5) (Adam / be 

there?) Katya: Yes, he is.

Marisa: Good. I have to go 

Katya: OK. What (6) (you / to do now?)

Marisa: (7) (I / get ready). I want to wash my 

hair. Katya: OK. (8)

you later.

Marisa: Bye.

EXERCISE 2

Put the words in order.

1) are do going in the summer to what you?
.

2) holiday not to
.

3) work
.

4) are going study to what you?
.

5) to
.

6) are study what to after you going university?
.



25.FUTURE WITH PRESENT CONTINUOUS

We use present continuous to talk about future arrangements and 
plans, especially when they involve other people and have a time 
and date.

1) I'm going to see my tutor about my test results. (My intention - perhaps the 
tutor doesn't know.)

2) I'm seeing my tutor about my exam results on Monday at nine. (An 
arrangement with the tutor.)

NOTE: We can use going to+ go/come. But the present continuous is more common 
and natural.

1) afternoon.
2) this afternoon.
3) y on Friday.

     EXERCISE 3

Tick the sentences where you can use the present continuous without changing 
the future meaning.

1

2 you back.

3 three.

4 . Is she going to explain how to answer these 

questions?

5 will.

6 . The children are going to start school at the end of 

August. 

7 . Everyone is going to meet in the town square at 

midnight. 

8

9.  Are you going to tell her how you really feel? She needs to 

know. 

10 . The whole family is going to spend their next holiday on the

beach.



26.WILL
We can use will to express predictions or beliefs about the future.
We often introduce predictions with I

World temperatures will rise.
I think the exam will be difficult.

We avoid saying I think ... won't ... We say I don't think ... will ...
1) I don't think it will rain this morning. NOT morning.
2) future.

We use will when we decide to do something while we are speaking or 
plan.

A: Do you want to watch the film?

We use pronouns with no- in sentences with a positive verb to mean no 
not, we use

any-.

Affirmative and Negative Form
I / You / He / She / It / We / They be 75 in the year 2050.

will not 
(won’t)

Yes/No Questions
Will I / you / he / she / it / we / they be 75 in the year 2050?

Short Answers

Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/ they will. No, I/you/he /she /it/we/ they won’t.



EXERCISE 4

Complete the conversation with will, ’ll or won’t.
A: 1 you be here tomorrow?

B: Yes, I 2 . I 3
eleven 

A: 4 you be 
alone? B: Yes, I 5 .
A: What about Cassia?
B: She 6 be here.
A: Where 7 she be?
B: She 8 _be in Amsterdam with Henri.

EXERCISE 5

Complete the sentence with will or won't and one of the verbs in the box.

According to technology experts the products below will be the ten most 
successful by the year 2020.

1) New medicines Mill core-diseases like Parkinson's 

and Alzheimer's.

2) A PC your voice and follow your commands. They

any cables.

3) Cars petrol or diesel, but other fuels like electricity, and

natural gas. A computer travel conditions to select the 

best fuel to use.

4) Home entertainment. We on large, flat screens. Computers

necessary because your TV will do everything.

5) Money. We for everything with an electronic card.

6) Health. We Robots at home our 

health and warn us of problems.

________________________
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EXERCISE 6

Rewrite the statements as a yes / no question.

1) He'll be here tomorrow.
2) His parents are going to be angry.
3) The exam will be difficult.
4) The price of oil is going to rise
5) Your parents will let you go.
6) She'll invite you to the party.
7) They're going to send me an e-mail. 
8) The program is going to work.

27.INFINITIVE OF PURPOSE
We use to + infinitive to express purpose (why we want to do something,
why we are going to do something)

1) My brother is going to England to learn English.
2) I cycle to work to keep fit.

We can answer a question starting with by using infinitive of purpose.
1) A: Why are you looking at that website?
2) B: To learn about breastfeeding.

EXERCISE 7

Complete the sentences with the infinitive form of these verbs.

1) We use a camera pictures.
2) We looked at the map the way.
3) I turned on the radio some music.
4) They went to the airport Jay’s sister.
5) Emma used the computer an e-mail.
6) Jay and Emma went to the movie theater a movie.
7) They went to the National Museum of Natural History

about the natural world.

9 Retrieved from Macmillan English Grammar in Context (p.60), by S. Clarke, 2008, Tailand: Macmillan Publishers Limited. Copyright 2008 
by the Macmillan Publishers Limited
10 My Grammar Lab Elementary (p.88), by M. Foley and D. Hall, 2012, Essex, UK: Pearson Education Limited. . Copyright 2012 by the
Pearson Education Limited.
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28. PRESENT PERFECT TENSE
We use the present perfect to talk about life experiences.

1)  Hakan has travelled all over the world.
2)  My grandparents have never stayed overnight in a hospital.

We use the present perfect to talk about change over a period of time,
contrasting the past with the present.

1)  They have made the exams more difficult.
2)  The climate has got warmer.

We use the present perfect to talk about actions repeated at different times.
1)  They’ve won six matches this season.
2)  I’ve seen that film three times.

Affirmative Form
We form the present perfect simple with have/has and the past participle.

I have had dance lessons
You have eaten sushi.
He has spoken to the manager.
She has done lots of exercise.
It has started to rain.
We have heard the bad news.
They have known her.

NOTES:
• Regular verbs have past participles which are the same as their past
simple forms

1)  Aycan played in a band four years ago. (Simple Past)
2)  She in a band. (Present Perfect)

• Irregular  verbs  have  irregular  past  participles.  Sometimes  the  past
participles of irregular verbs are the same as the past simple forms. 

1)  Cem lost the match last Tuesday. (Simple Past)



2)  Ece has lost all her photos. (Present Perfect)

Negative Form

I haven’t had dance lessons
You haven’t eaten sushi.
He to the manager.
She hasn’t done lots of exercise.
It hasn’t started to rain.
We haven’t heard the bad news.
They her.

Question Form
To make questions we change the order of the subject and the auxiliary verb

have/has. To make wh-questions we add a wh- word before have/has.
Have I passed the exam?
Where have you stayed?
Has he seen a silent film?
Why has she sold her laptop?
Has it started to rain?
How much have we spent?
Have they been to Rio before?

Short Answers

Yes, I/you/we/they have No, I/you/we/they haven’t.

Yes, he/she/it has. No, he/she/it hasn’t.

Ever/Never
We often use ever to ask about past experiences.
We use never in negative sentences.
1)  Have you ever driven a jeep?  (in your life)
2)  I’ve never been to India. (not in my whole life)

_________________

Macmillan English Grammar in Context (p.138), by S. Clarke, 2008, Tailand: Macmillan Publishers Limited. Copyright 2008 by the 
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Been/Gone

Been is the past participle of be. Gone is the past participle of go.
When we are talking about experiences, we often use been as the past participle
for go. (I’ve been to Paris three times.)
1)  I have been tired all day. (I am still tired now.)
2)  has gone to the doctor’s. (and she is still there.)
3)  They have been to Nepal (They’ve visited it and have returned)
4)  They have gone to Nepal on holiday (They are there now.)

EXERCISE 1

. Complete the sentences. Use the present perfect.
1) I ________________ (clean) my teeth.
2) She______________(leave) her bag on the table.
3) We ________________ (not finish) our homework.
4) They ________________ (have) breakfast.
5) You ________________ (not do) the washing-up.
6) He ________________ (tidy) his desk.
7) We________________ (buy) a new car.
8) He ________________ (make) lots of mistakes

EXERCISE 2

Complete the conversation with questions. 
Mother: Peter! It’s five to nine. Are you ready?
Peter: Yes, Mum.
Mother: 1_________________ your teeth?
Peter: Yes, of course I have.
Mother: 2_________________ a shower?
Peter: Yes, Mum.
Mother: 3_________________your hair?
Peter: Yes, I have.
Mother: 4 _________________your shoes?
Peter: Yes, I have.

                 Mother: No, you haven’t. They’re dirty. Oh, Peter…

Present Perfect with Just, Already, Yet 
• We use just with the present perfect to talk about things that happened a short
time ago. We put just before the past participle.
• We use already in positive sentences when something happens before we
expect it. We usually put already before the past participle.
• We use yet in questions to ask about something we are expecting to happen.

We usually put yet at the end of a question or negative statement.



1)  The plane has just landed (a few minutes ago)
2)  You’ve missed the match. It’s already finished. (An arrangement with the tutor.)
3)  Has the train arrived yet?
4)  I haven’t read this book yet.

NOTE: We 

eady. I haven’t done yet.

EXERCISE 3

Choose the correct word, a, b or c to complete the sentences.

1 Have you ____________ been on a date?
a) ever b) yet c) never

a) ever b) already c) never
been so upset.

a) ever b) just c) never
4 Have you ____________been on a high-speed train?
a) ever b) just c) never

a) ever b) just c) never

a) ever b) just c) never

a) ever b) just c) never

EXERCISE 4

Write questions with ever and the correct form of the verbs, using the prompts.

      1 you / be to Washington, D.C.? _____________________________
2 you / meet anyone famous? _____________________________
3 you / make a movie? _____________________________
4 you / be embarrassed? _____________________________
5 you / have an argument with a friend? _____________________________
6 you / break anything? _____________________________



Present Perfect with For & Since
We use the present perfect with for or since to talk about situations that started in
the past continue now.

1)  How long 
2)  How long have you known her? “Since 2000.”

We use for + a period of time
We use since + an exact time, day, date or event.
for five minutes/ an hour/ two weeks/ years/ a long time.
since five Monday/ March/ he left school/ I was a child.

EXERCISE 5

Complete the sentences with for or since.

Angeles ______________ 2002.
3

ime.

Present Perfect or Past Simple?
We use the present perfect to talk about experiences in general. We do not say
when it happened.
We often use the past simple to talk about finished actions that happened at a
definite time in the past.
1)  Have you been to Paris? ( at any time in your life)
2)  I went to that beach last summer.
3)  I’ve finished work an hour ago.
4)  I’ve finished my work.



EXERCISE 6

Underline the mistake in each sentence and write the correct version.

1.   Have you eaten well when you were in London?
___________________________________________________________.
2.  This is only the second time I sleep in a tent.

___________________________________________________________.

3.   I never went here before. It’s really beautiful.
_______________________________________________________________________

___________.
    

___________________________________________________________.

5.  He visited so many interesting places in these last three months.
___________________________________________________________.

6.   Have you enjoyed the film last night? Yes, we did. It was great.
___________________________________________________________.____________

__
7.   Is this the first time your kids visited Disneyland?
___________________________________________________________.

___________________________________________________________.

EXERCISE 7

Complete the sentences by using the verbs in the correct tense.

1 She (win)______________  her first race five years ago.
2 She _____________ (work) here since she was 12.
3 When ____________ (start) your new job?
4 I____________(dream) of winning a medal since a long time.
5 I ____________ (ski) last year.
6 I ____________ (start) learning English for a long time ago.

EXERCISE 8

Write questions with ever, and short answers.

1 they / eat / Mexican food? yes
Have they ever eaten Mexican food? Yes, they have.
2 you / meet / a famous person? no
Have you ever met a famous person? No, I haven’t.



3 she / fly / on a plane? no
________________________________________________________.
4 you and your brother / see / a horror film? yes
________________________________________________________.
5 they / go / to Australia? yes
________________________________________________________.
6 he / win / a competition? no 

________________________________________________________.
7 you / buy / a car? yes 

________________________________________________________.

EXERCISE 9

Write questions using the Present Perfect + yet, and short answers using just.

1 you/finish your homework? yes
Have you finished your homework yet? Yes, just finished it.

2 the children/eat their lunch? yes

________________________________________________

_

3 your friend/take his driving test? yes

________________________________________________

_4 you and your husband/sell your house? yes

________________________________________________

_

5 you/do the shopping? yes

________________________________________________

_

6 she/read the letter? Yes _________________________________________________

___________________
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29.REVISION
Countable and Uncountable nouns
EXERCISE 1

Decide whether these nouns are countable (C) or uncountable (U)

1.The children are playing in the garden. __________
2.I don't like milk. _________
3.I prefer tea. _________
4.Scientists say that the environment is threatened by pollution. ________
5.My mother uses butter to prepare cakes. ________
6.There are a lot of windows in our classroom. ___________
7.We need some glue to fix this vase. _________
8.The waiters in this restaurant are very professional. ___________
9.My father drinks two big glasses of water every morning. 
10.The bread my mother prepares is delicious. _________

How much / how many

EXERCISE 2

Choose the correct answer.

1.We need some tea. ______ do we need?

a) How much

b) How many

2.We need some eggs. ______ do we need?

a) How much

b) How many

3.We need some paper. ______ do we need?

a) How much

b) How many

4.We need some money. ______ do we need?

a) How much

b) How many

5.______ packets of cigarettes do you have?



a) How much

b) How many

6.______ cigarettes do you smoke a day?

a) How much

b) How many

7.______ work have you got to do?

a) How much

b)  How many

8.______ sleep did you get last night?

a) How much

b) How many

Comparative Adjectives

EXERCISE 3

Make the comparative form. If it’s possible, use ‘er’. If not, use ‘more’.

1) Dogs are _______________(intelligent) than rabbits.
2) Lucy is _________________(old) than Ellie.
3) Russia is far _____________(large) than the UK.
4) My Latin class is __________(boring) than my English class.
5) In the UK, the streets are generally ___________(narrow) than in the USA.
6) London is _____________(busy) than Glasgow.
7) Julie is _________________(quiet) than her sister.
8) Amanda is ________________(ambitious) than her classmates.
9) My garden is a lot ___________(colourful) than this park.
10) His house is a bit ____________(comfortable) than a hotel.

Superlative Adjectives
EXERCISE 4
Fill in the superlative forms of the adjectives in brackets.
1. The moon is the ____________ planet to earth. (close)
2. Jupiter is the _______________planet in our solar system. (large)
3. Sirius is the ________________ star we can see from earth. (brilliant)
4. Venus is the ________________ planet in our solar system. (hot)
5. Ceres is the ________________asteroid in our solar system. (big)



6. The Energya is the ___________rocket. (powerful)
7. Karl Henize was the __________man in space. He was 58 years old. (old)
8. Saturn is the ________________planet. (beautiful)

EXERCISE 5
Filling the blanks by using comparative or superlative forms of the adjectives.

1.My sister thinks she's__________(intelligent) than me, but I don't agree!
2.Avatar is probably ____________(bad) film I've seen!
3.What is _______________(wet) month of the year in England?
4.Do you think the Harry Potter films are___________(good) than the books?
5.Who is_____________(powerful) person in your country?
6.I think Men in Black 1 was______________(funny) than Men in Black 3.
7.Is Angelina Jolie_____________(old) than Sandra Bullock?
8.John is ____________(nice) person that I know.

Present Continuous Tense
EXERCISE 1
Complete the sentences using the Present Continuous form of the verb in brackets.
1 I can’t come to the cinema. I’m doing my homework. (do)

aren’t wearing any shoes. (not wear)

because she____________________ her hair. (wash)
(not go)

_____________ golf. (play)

8 What __________________ the children__________________ in the garden? (do)
work)

(talk)
11 My children __________________ English at the moment. (learn)
12 The sky is cloudy. Why __________________ you __________________ sunglasses? 
(wear)
Present Simple or Present Continuous?

EXERCISE 2
Fill in The Blanks with Present Continuous or Simple Present:
1. The children __________________ (play) outside now.
2. She usually __________________ (read) the newspaper in the morning.
3. I __________________ (do) my homework now.
4. I __________________ (eat) my dinner now.
5. __________________ (you / want) a pizza?
6. They __________________ (watch) TV now.
7. I __________________ (not / like) spaghetti.
8. The baby __________________ (sleep) now.
9. My mother usually __________________ (cook) dinner in the evening.
10. He __________________ (write) a letter to his pen-friend every month.



11. She __________________ (not / like) football.
12. Mary __________________ (listen) to music now.
13. Tom usually __________________ (drink) coffee, but he __________________ (drink) 
tea now.
14. We __________________ (go) to the disco tonight.
15. __________________ (he / go) to work by bus every day.

EXERCISE 3
Circle the correct answer.
1. Look! Thomas is bringing / brings his little sister to class.
2. My older sister is often listening / often listens to pop music.
3. We are writing / write an exercise now.
4. Mmmm! Mum is making / makes a cake.
5. Our teacher is giving / gives us a test every month.
6. Listen! Dad is reading / reads a story to Ricky.
7. Mr. Michael usually is growing / grows roses in his garden.
8. They are building / build a new house on the hill now.
9. Maria is drinking / drinks milk every morning.
10. Look! Nick is running / runs down the hill.

Indefinite Pronouns
EXERCISE 4
Complete The Sentences Using Someone / Anyone / No One / Something /Anything / 
Nothing / Somewhere / Anywhere / Nowhere / Everyone/ Everything / Everywhere
1. Do you have _________________________ in your pocket?

3. My roommate is speaking to _________________________ on the phone.

5. I talked to _________________________ at the phone company about my bill.
6. Jane gave me _________________________ for my birthday.

rthday.
8. Did Paul give you _________________________for your birthday?
9. My brother is sitting at his desk, and he is writing a letter to 
_________________________
10. A: The room is empty.
      lk to here.
11. A: What did you do last night?
      

EXERCISE 5
Rewrite the following sentences without changing the meaning:
Example: There wasn’t anyone in front of me in the cinema.
                  There was no one in front of me in the cinema.
1. They d
They know ___________________________________________________.
2. She met no one at the bus-stop.

3. You told nobody to go with you.
You ________________________________________________________.
4. We ate nothing until dinner.



5. She told no one nothing about last night.
___________________________.

She told _____________________________________________________.

I said _______________________________________________________.
8. The station isn’t anywhere near here.

FUTURE FORMS

EXERCISE 1

Fill in the blanks using ‘will’ or ‘be going to’.

1. A: We don’t have any bread.

B: I know. I __________________ get some from the shop.

2. A: We don’t have any bread.

B: Really? I __________________ get some from the shop then.

3.A: Why do you need to borrow my suitcase?

B: I __________________ visit my mother in Scotland next month.

4.

B: I __________________ turn the heating on.

5.

B: Yes. Are you going too? I __________________ give you a lift.

6.A: What are your plans after you leave university?

B: I __________________ work in a hospital in Africa. 

7. (The phone rings)

A: I __________________ get it!

8.A: Are you ready to order?

____ have the steak, please.

9.A: Are you busy tonight? Would you like to have coffee?

10. A: Why are you carrying a hammer?

B: I __________________ put up some pictures.

EXERCISE 2

Complete the sentences with the correct form of will or going to and the verbs in 

brackets.

1.- When we get home, we ___________ (have) dinner.



2.- I know they ___________ (feel) very happy if they win the match.

3.- heir next summer holiday. They ____________ (do) a tour 

of Norway.

4.- She thinks that the Take That concert __________(be) really exciting.

5.-

birthday party.

6.- If you revise fo

7.- The weather forecast is good for the next few days. It _________ (be) very sunny.

8.-

9.- In the future, I think humans ___________ (wipe out) many different species.

EXERCISE 3

Complete the sentences with the correct form of will or going to and the verbs in 

brackets.

1.- This homework is very easy. I know we __________ (do) it very quickly.

2.- In five years’ time, I _____________ (be) at university.

3.- She wants to get her mum a birthday present. But she _____________ (not buy) it today.

4.- Their suitcases are packed. They ______________ (go) on holiday.

5.- If we go to Paris, we ____________ (take) lots of pictures.

6.- My brother thinks it ______________ (snow) tomorrow.

7.-

8.- Look at that boy at the top of that tree! He ___________ (fall).

9.- t want to miss our favourite 

programme.

10.-

11.-

12.-

13.- My cousin ___________ (work) in the UK for a year.

14.- I ___________ (love) you forever.

15.-

EXERCISE 4

Circle the correct future tense phrase in the following sentences.

1. I am feeling energetic. So, I think I (will / am going to) wash my car.

2. It has been decided that we (will / are going to) to climb Mount Everest next week.



3. -Who wants to come with me to the movie tonight?

-Oh that sounds fun. I (will / am going to) come with you.

4. We have already made plans for the vacation. We have decided that we (will / are

going to) visit Uncle Bill in Montana.

5. Tonight seems like a nice night to be outside. I think I (will / am going to) go for a

walk after dinner.

6. -Have you thought about what you want to do after college?

-Yes, I have decided that I (will / am going to) become an engineer.

7. I guess I (will / am going to) help you clean the kitchen if no one else will.

8. My car tires look low on air. I think I (will / am going to) fill them up at the next

gas station.

9. The weatherman said that it (will / is going to) rain tomorrow.

10. Okay, I have an idea. After we play the game, we (will / are going to) get some

ice cream!

11. I think my dad said we (will / are going to) go to the beach this weekend.

12. If the bus (will not / is not going to) start, how will we get to school on time?

EXERCISE 5

Put the questions into the correct order and give answers that are true for you.

1. are / going / to / what / you / next / do / Sunday?

__________________________________________________________________________

?_________________________________________________________________________

_

2 going / buy / you / to / for / what / your / birthday / best friend's / are?

__________________________________________________________________________

?_________________________________________________________________________

_

3 learn / are / a / going / language / new / you / to / year / next? 

__________________________________________________________________________

?_________________________________________________________________________

_

4 are / abroad / you / this / travel/summer / to / going? 

__________________________________________________________________________

?_________________________________________________________________________



EXERCISE 6

Fill in the blanks using will and be going to.

1. A: What do you want for lunch?

B: I think I ___________ have chicken and some salad.

2 A: Josh has come back from England.

B: I know. I ___________ see him later today.

3 A: Costas and I ___________ get married in April.

B: Really? Congratulations!

4 A: . ___________ we meet on Sunday?

B: Sorry, but I___________visit my aunt. She is expecting me.

5 A: Is Dave coming to the party?

B: Yes, but he ___________ probably be late.

6 A: Have you decided where to go on holiday?

B: Yes, I ___________ travel around Europe.

Present Perfect Tense  / Present Perfect Versus Simple Past
EXERCISE 1
Choose the correct tense either Present perfect or Simple Past.

didn’t eat / haven’t eaten anything today.
2. Grandma visited / has visited us last weekend. 
3. Look! Tomek broke / has broken his arm.
4. Sorry Sir. I forgot / have forgotten my homework.
5. Mrs Ziarko worked / has worked at this school for 5 years.
6. Uncle Tim was / has been at the hospital since Friday.
7. Have you / did you ever read a book in English?
8. They never lived / have never lived in a big city. 
9. We didn’t clean / haven’t cleaned
10. Ola wrote / has written a Maths test last week. 

EXERCISE 2
Fill the blanks with Simple Past Tense or Present Perfect Tense.
1. We __________ not ____________ (write) any English test this month.
2. My grandmother _________________ (visit) 15 countries in her life.
3. I ______________ (eat) pizza for lunch yesterday.
4. They _________________ (read) an interesting book last week.
5. My dad _________________ (swim) in the Pacific Ocean in 1995.
6. ____________ you ever ______________ (play) rugby?
7. Mr Mandzelowski __________________ (teach) at our school since 1999.



8. I’m thirsty. I ____________ not ______________ (drink) anything today.

9. She ________________ (see) a penguin in a zoo last August.
___ (climb) Mount Everest. 

EXERCISE 3
Use the verbs either in the present perfect or the past simple.
1. I ______________________ (see) them five minutes ago.
2. Ken ______________________ (start) a new job last week.
3. I 
4. Sarah ______________________ (already / go) away.
5. My friends ______________________ (arrive) on time yesterday.
6. __________ you __________ (wear) your new shoes yet?
7. She ______________________ ( not, be) out yet.
8. They ______________________ (have) a nice holiday in the year 2001. 
9. She ______________________ (play) tennis yesterday afternoon.
10. __________ you ___________ (ever / meet) a famous person?
11. I ______________________ (never, be ) good at singing. 
12. We ______________________ (say) it twice yesterday.
13. They ______________________ (already(drink) two bottles of lemonade today.
14. She ______________________ (already / visit) Iceland.
15. My baby brother ______________________ (sleep) two hours last Friday.
16. I ______________________ (eat) two peaches today.
17. __________ you ___________ (ever / break) your arm?
18. He ______________________ (never, drive) a tractor.
19. They ______________________(read) many poems this year.
20. They ______________________ (catch) five fish last Sunday.
21. The boys ______________________ (not, paint) the house yet.

EXERCISE 4
Complete the sentences with the Present Perfect or the Past Simple of the verbs in 
brackets.
1. Ouch! I can
2. George and Katy ______________________ (not do) the shopping last Saturday.
3. Sorry, Ms Coughlan, I ______________________ (not finish) my homework yet.
4. Helen ______________________ (not swim) for a while as she 
______________________ (break) her arm in a basketball match last month.
5. I ______________________ (live) in the same village since I ______________________ 
(be born). I love this place!
6. David ______________________ (just / come back) from work and he is too tired to 
prepare something to eat.

____________________ (have) some chocolate 
biscuits an hour ago.
8. What time ______________________ (you/get up) yesterday morning?
9. ___________ you ____________ (ever / live) in a foreign counrty, Robert?
10. I ______________________ (buy) a new pair of jeans last week, but I 



______________________ (still/not wear) them.
11. What ______________________ (you/do) last night, Simon?

EXERCISE 5
Choose the correct option in the sentences below.
1. I have ever / never been to Japan.
2. Have you ever / never seen the Eiffel Tower? Yes, I have.
3. My uncle has ever / never flown to Paris.
4. Has your sister ever / never ever / never
travelled by plane.
5. Liz has ever / never cooked lunch.
6. They have ever / never been to a stadium.
7. Have your father and uncle ever / never played chess? Yes, they have.
8. Have you ever / never ever / never gone to a 
concert.

EXERCISE 6
Put the sentences in gone or been.

4. “Have you ever 

8. Helen was here earli

EXERCISE 7
Fill the blanks in the sentences with for or since.

3. Mike has been ill ___________ a lon pital ___________ October.
4. My aunt has lived in Australia ___________ 15 years.
5. Nobody lives in those houses. They have been empty ___________ many years.

7. India has been an independent counrty ___________ 1947.

EXERCISE 8
Answer the questions. Use the words in brackets (  ) + for or ago.
1. (four days) When did she arrive in London?     _____________________
2. (four days) How long has she been in London?     _____________________
3. (20 years) How long have they been married?     _____________________



4. (20 years) When did they get married?     _____________________
5. (ten minutes) When did Dan arrive?     _____________________
6. (two months) When did you buy those shoes?     _____________________
7. (two months) How long has she been learning English?     _____________________
8. (a long time) How long have you known Jan?     _____________________
9. (an hour) What time did you have lunch?     _____________________

EXERCISE 9
Rewrite the sentences with for or since.
1. She is in London now. She arrived there four days ago.
___________________________________________
2. Jack is here. He arrived here on Thursday. 
He has _____________________________________
3. It is raining. It started an hour ago. 

4. I know Sue. I first met Sue two years ago.
________________

5. I have a camera. I bought it in 1985. 

6. They are married. They got married six months ago. 

7. Liz is studying medicine at the university. She started three years ago.
She has ______________________________________

EXERCISE 10
Put the verb into the correct form: present perfect or simple past.
1. Mr Clark ______________________ (work) in a bank for 15 years. Then he gave it up.
2. George lives in Athens. He ______________________ (live) there all his life.
3. Bob and Alice are married. They ______________________ (be) married for 20 years.
4. When we were on vacation, the weather ______________________ (be) terrible. 
5. The weather ______________________ (be) very nice lately.
6. My grandfather died 30 years ago. I ______________________ (never/meet) him.

____________ (never/meet) him. 



ANSWER KEY

THE VERB TO BE
EXERCISE 1
1 Orange is a color.
2 Hawai  is an island.
3 English and German  are languages.
4 The Thames is a river.
5 A flamingo and a bull  are animals.
6 Chinese is a language.
7 A cat  is an animal.
8 Ukraine  is a country.
9 Cyprus and Bahamas  are islands.
10 Australia  is a continent.

are rivers.
12 Europe and Asia  are continents.

EXERCISE 2
1.The house  . It is small.
2.He isn’t  married. He  is single.
3. These cars  . They  are cheap.
3. These boys . They are  stupid.
4. Jim isn’t  tall. He  is short.
5. Her parents  . They  are old.
6. My daughter and son . They  are hardworking.
7. The café  It is empty.
8. Climbing  isn’t safe. It is dangerous.
9. TV programs aren’t fun. They  are boring.
10. Her cat  isn’t thin. It  is fat.

EXERCISE 3
1.The fruits  are in the basket.
2.The news is on TV.
3. My birthday is in May.
4. The books are on the shelf.
5. The kids  are in the living room.
6. My grandparents are in the village.
7. The students are in the lab.
8. The chemistry is between the market and the grocery.

is in the west of Turkey.
10. The theatre is near the school building.
11. Philip and his family are in Poland.

EXERCISE 4
1 A: Are you Melanie?
B: No, I am not. My name is Sarah.
2 A: Are you Spanish?
B: Yes, we are. I am from Berlin and Mike is from Stuttgart.
3 A: Is Jack from Kiev?
B: Yes,  he is.
4 A: How old  is he?



B: He is eighteen.
5 A: Are you students at this university?
B: No, we aren’t.
6 A: Is Helen married?
B: No, she isn’t. She is single.
7 A: What is your job?
B: I am a personal trainer.

8 A: Tom Hanks  is a British actor.
B: No,  he isn’t. He is American.

EXERCISE 5
1 Jim and I are friends for a long time. (+)
2 Mary isn’t a mother. (-)
3 You and Tom  aren’t hard working students. (-)
4 Peter, Harold and Jack are roommates. (+)
5 Mrs. Gutierez  isn’t at the college as a professor. (-)
6 This dress is  very beautiful on you. (+)
7 The teachers and the students are  excited about the party tonight. (+)
8 Those two women  aren’t scientists of the year. (-)
9 Celine and Evalin are colleagues. (+)
10 My mother and I aren’t very happy about our new house. (-)

EXERCISE 6 
J: Hello. My  name is James. How  are you?
M: I  am fine, thanks. I am  Mauro.
J: Mauro. It  is nice  to meet you. It is a nice day.
M: Yes, it is. Are you a friend of Emma's?
J: Yes and no! She  is  my  sister.
M: Oh, I see. So what do you do?
J: I  work at university. You?
M: I am  an engineer.
J: So you and Emma  are  friends from  work?
M: That  is. Look, I am  quite hungry.  Is there any  food here?
J: Yes, all the food is in the kitchen and the drinks  are in  the front room.
The sandwiches are delicious!
M: OK, thanks! I'll go and look. See you later.

EXERCISE 7 
1. Is Chen from Italy?
2. Is he a doctor?
3. Are his friends doctors too?
4. Are they French?
5. Are they the same year too?

EXERCISE 8
1. No he isn’t.
2. Yes, he is.
3. Are his friends doctors too?
4. No, they aren’t.
5. Yes, they are.



EXERCISE 9 
1. Q: Is the Statue of Liberty in New York?

A: Yes, it is.
2. Q: Is Taj Mahal in Malaysia?

A: No, it isn’t.
3. Q: Are the Pyramids in Egypt?
4. A:Yes, they are.
5. Q: Is the Blue Mosque in Turkey?

A: Yes, it is.

EXERCISE 10
1. What is your sister’s name?
2. Where are Mario and Lucia from?
3.
4. Who are your grandparents?
5. Why is Steven excited?

EXERCISE 11
Jane: Hi, Tony! (1)  How are you?

Jane: (2)  What is the problem?

Jane: Oh, that’s too bad. (3) Why are you so tired?
Tony: I have a lot of homework right now. Hey, (4) when is
the next bus?
Jane: In about ten minutes. (5) where  are you going?
Tony: Home—
Jane: (6) who is the singer?
Tony: It’s Ariana Grande.

POSSESIVE ADJECTIVES
EXERCISE 12
1. He is not happy with  his  job.

Her name is Lucy Martha.
3. Sevim has got a cat. Its  tail is very long.
4. Alvin and Frank are friends.  Their  school is out of the town.
5. We cannot join you on Friday. Its
6. I have a house. Its balcony is very big.
7. There is a cockroach in his (he) bathroom.
8. Is this your  (you) car?
9. I have a cat. Its  name is Mintan.
10. We like sport.  Our favourite sport is soccer.

EXERCISE 13
Choose the correct answer.
1…………brother lives in Berlin?



a) Me b) She c) My d) They

a) the b) she c) her d) his

a) my b) our c) your d) its
ld one is broken.

a) him b) she c) them d) her

a) he b) my c) his d) its

a) her b) it c) she d) his
behaved.

a) These b) they c) their d) them

a) you b) her c) your d) its

a) them b) their c) they d) those
10. My son works very hard. 
a) he b) his c) her d) him

a) its b) her c) she d) him

a) its b) her c) his d) their

EXERCISE 14
Complete the text by using possessive adjectives.

His name is George.  His  
name is Maria. George and Maria have got a new flat.  Their  flat is in the
centre of the city. Michael went to see  his
liked it a lot. Soon Maria will be  his sister in law because George and
Maria are getting married.
His and her parents are very excited.  Their  friends are going to go to
the wedding.  Her wedding dress is going to be white.  His suit is
going to be black.
The wedding is going to be in a big hotel. After the wedding, they are going to a
restaurant to have a huge meal with all their friends and relatives.

EXERCISE 15
Fill the blanks with the correct subject pronouns and possessive adjectives. Subject 
Possessive adjective.
Subject      Possessive Adjectives
I                     my
You               your
He                  his
She                her
It                    Its
We                our
They             their



POSSESSIVE ‘S
EXERCISE 16
Rewrite these sentences using HE, SHE, IT, THEY, WE, HIS, HER, THEIR, OUR,
ITS.
1. Jane’s father is very thin.
Her father is very thin.

Their trousers are very expensive

His shirt is very long.
4. Is your brother a businessman?
Is he a businessman?
5. My mother and I would like some tea.
We would like some tea.

These are our books.

Her daughters are in the garden.

Where is her mother?

His car is blue.
10.That rabbit is grey. The 
Its ears are long.

Their books are in the classroom.
12.This is Mrs. Brown’s coat, but 
This is her coat but these are their coats.

EXERCISE 17
Complete the sentences using the correct form of the POSSESSIVE ‘S.
1. What is your friend’s name?
2. Sarah found somebody’s credit cards in the street.
3. The 

5. I read about 

re?

EXERCISE 18
Rewrite the following using the correct POSSESSIVE form.
1. the butterflies – the wings 
2. the students – the books 
3. drive – three hours three hours of drive
4. the department store – the staff …… 
5. living – the cost 
6. some friends – my brother …… some friends of my brother
7. bread – the price 
8. the baby –
9. John and Paul – the wives 



10. the men – the changing rooms 
11. the sea – the waves … the waves of the sea
12. a climb – two hundred metres … 
13. Lucy and Emily – the mother 

EXERCISE 19
Answer the questions.
1. Is this your car?
No, ………… it isn’t. It’s Ben’s. ……………………………………………….. (Ben)
2. Are these your boots?
No,  they aren’t. They are Jim’s (Jim)
3. Are these Sue’s glasses?
No,  they aren’t. They are Eric’s (Eric)
4. Is that your dress?
No,  it isn’t. It’s Karen’s (Karen)
5. Is this my jacket?
No, it isn’t. It is  (Mr. Jackson)
6. Are these your shirts?

(Mike)
7. Is th
No,  it isn’t. It is my mother’s. (my mother)

PRESENT SIMPLE
EXERCISE 1
Make the present simple. Choose positive, negative or question.

1. He drives to work every day.
2.
3. Do we have enough time?
4. I eat cereal in the morning.
5. Do they write e-mails every day?
6. You watch a lot of Tv?
7.
8. Does she dance often?
9. Where do I come on Mondays?
10.

EXERCISE 2
Make present simple questions
1) Do you like cake? 
2) Does she  live in London? 
3) Do they hate studying? 
4) Do you  drink tea every morning? 
5) Do you smoke? 
6) Does he play tennis on Saturdays? 
7) Do you go shopping at the weekend? 
8) Do you  drink alcohol? 
9) Does she  work in an office? 
10) Do they study French? 

EXERCISE 



Change the following sentences to questions beginning with the given question
word.
1) They live in Brooklyn. Where  do they live?

What time  does it begin?
What time  do they get home?

4) She speaks French very well. What does she speak very well?
5) Those books cost one dollar. How much do they cost?
6) They travel by car. How  do they travel?
7) She wants to learn English because she wants a better job. Why does she want to learn 
English?
8) They meet on the corner every morning. Where  do they meet?
9) She teaches us grammar. What does she teach?
10) He gets up at seven every morning. When does he get up?

SUBJECT PRONOUNS
EXERCISE 1
Write the correct subject pronoun
1. ___she_____________ my mother
2. ___ he___________ Daniel
3. ____they____________  your Friends
4. _____it___________ their house
5. ______she__________  Nancy
6. _______he_________Mr. Brown
7. _______it_________ my book
8. _______he_________ her uncle
9. _______she_________ his niece
10. ______she________ her grandmother

OBJECT PRONOUNS
EXERCISE 1
Use pronouns to complete the sentences.
1) Do you like James?
Yes, I like _____him_______________________?
2) Do you like your neighbors?
Yes, I like ______them_______________________?
3) Do you like me?
Yes, I like _____you_______________________?
4) Do you like Juana?
Yes, I like ______her______________________?
5) Do you like English?
Yes, I like _______it_____________________?
6) Do you like movies?
Yes, I like ______them______________________?
7) Do your friends like you?
Yes, they like _______me__________________?
8) Do you like your new car?
Yes, I like _________it___________________?
9) Does Anna like you and me?



Yes, she likes ______us____________________?
10) Does your dog like you?
Yes, he likes ________me_________________

LIKE/LOVE/HATE/+VERB+ ING

EXERCISE 1
Make the sentences.
1. we/like/swim  We like swimming.
2. they/love/run  They love running.
3. we/not/like/sail  
4. Joe/love/ski  Joe loves skiing.
5. she/not/like/play tennis  
6. I/not/like/cycle  
7. He/hate/listen to music  He hates listening to music.

HOW MANY/HOW MUCH…?
EXERCISE 1
Use how much or how many. Mind countable and uncountable nouns.
1.   how many stars are there in the sky?
2. how many people live on islands?
3. how many birds are there?
4. how much water is in the ocean?
5. how much money is in a bank?
6. how many countries are there in the world?
7. how much bread is eaten per day?
8. how many bones are there in the human body?
9. how much sand is in the deserts?
10. how much information is on the internet?

SOME/ANY/A LOT OF
EXERCISE 1
Complete the sentences by using some/any.
1.There isn’t any homework today.
2. Are there any pens in the bag?
3. There are some keys on the table.
4. There aren’t any pictures.
5. We have  some mugs.

EXERCISE 2
Complete these sentences by using some/a lot of.
1. There are  some
2. There are a lot of  
3. She has  a lot of 
4. He has some



THIS/THAT/THESE/THOSE
Fill in the blanks with this, that, these or those
1. Look at ______ this ___________ newspaper here.
2. ____ these ________ are my grandparents, and __ those _______ people over there are 
my friend's grandparents.
3. _____ that ________ building over there is the Chrysler Building.
4. ______ this __________ is my mobile phone and ____ that _______is your mobile phone
on the shelf over there.
5. ____ these __________ photos here are much better than_______ those _______photos 
on the book.
6. _____ that ________ was a great evening.
7. Are ___ these _____________ your pencils here?
8. ___that____________ bottle over there is empty.
9. ___ those_____________ bricks over there are for your chimney.
10. John, take ____ this _____________ folder and put it on the desk over there.

CAN/CAN’T
EXERCISE 1

1. Monkeys _______ talk 

2. Pigs fly..

3. I ___can______play the piano, but Cory can't.

4. You go on vacation. It's too expensive.

5. __Can___   I borrow some money?

6. I don't know the answer._____Can______ you tell me?

7. Tony _____ can’t _______ come tonight, he's too busy.

8. Jim makes great food. He ______can______ cook really well.

9. Excuse me, we see the movie.

10. It's too noisy. We _______ study well.

WAS/WERE

EXERCISE 1
Fill in the blanks. Use WAS / WERE:

1. Mary and Susan …… were ……… ill yesterday.

2. The weather ………was…



3. The students …………were………….. at the theater last night.

4. Betty ……………was mer.

5. My brother and I ……… were

6. …………was…

EXERCISE 2
Put these sentences into the PAST. Use past form of verb “ TO BE “:

    T O D A Y                                                            Y E S T E R D A Y  
     
Example:    I’m at home.                                  ….. I was at home……………………

1. Jane and Michael are tired.                             Jane and Michael were tired.                             
………….

3. It’s a sunny day.                                              … It was a sunny day ………………….
You were late ……………………

……………….
6. We a …………….
7. I’m thirsty.                                                       .…… I was thirsty ……………………

You were ……….
9. We’re at the cinema.                                       …… We were at the cinema ……….

                              …… …………….
11.Everyone is excited.                                       …… Everyone was excited ………….
12.I’m not afraid.                                                .. .… I wasn’t afraid ……………………..

EXERCISE 3

Make questions about the text using WAS or WERE:

     Example: a) How old / Bill / during the First World War?
                         How old was Bill during the First World War?

Was Bill in the army?
c) Where / Bill? …Where was Bill? 

Was it dangerous in London? 
f) / there bombs? ……Were there bombs? 

Was there a lot of food? 
h) How old / the children? …How old were the children? 

Were the children frightened? 



COULD/COULDN’T
EXERCISE 1
Choose the correct answer.

1. When Tom was 16, he was a fast runner. He ______ run 200 metres in 22 seconds.
a) Can b) Could 
2. I'm afraid I ______ come to your party next Saturday.
a) Can b) Could c) Can’t 
3. I'm not in a hurry. I've got plenty of time. I _______ wait.
a) Can 
4. I was feeling terribly sick yesterday. I ________ eat anything.

5. Can you speak loudly, please? I _______ hear you very well.
a) Can b) Could c) Can’t 
6. "You look exhausted." "Yes, I _________ sleep last night.
a) Can b) Could c) Can’t 

SIMPLE PAST TENSE
EXERCISE 1

Write the past form of the verbs.

1.watch - ………watched…………………

2.stop-………… ………………………

3.play-……………played…………………..

4.study-…………studied………………………

5.live-……………lived………………………

6.visit-……………visited………………………

7.be-………………was/were……………..

8.buy-………………bought……………………

9.cost-……………cost………………………..

10.drink-…………… ………………

11.drive-…………drove…………………….

12.have-………………had………………..

13.make-…………made…………………..

14.write-………………wrote………………..

15.read-……………read…………………

16.catch-………………caught……………….

17.spend-…………spent………………….



18.run-…………………ran………………..

19.lose-………………lost……………..
20.swim-………………swam………………..

EXERCISE 2

Make up negative sentences.
1. She ate seven apples last week.

……She ………………………………………………
2. The boys were ill some days ago.

…… ……………………………………………………..
3. My mother had her birthday on September 17.

…… ……………………………..
4. My granny studied at Tartu University in 1950.

…… ……………………………………
5. Mr Brown hurt his leg yesterday.

…… .…………………………………………..

EXERCISE 3

Make up yes-no questions and answer them.
1. Helen met her friend on Monday.

……Did Helen meet her friend on Monday? Yes she did/ No she didn’t. …..

2. It was very warm this summer.

……Was it very warm this summer? Yes it was/ No it wasn’t. ………………………

3. We had seven lessons on Saturday.

……Did you have seven lessons on Saturday? Yes we did/ No we didn’t. ….……

4. My little brother watched TV some hours ago.

…… . ..

5. The boys played tennis last week.

…… . ………………..



EXERCISE 4

Make up questions with the question words.
1.The dog ran in the garden.

Where did the dog run? ……………………………………………………….

2. He wrote the book last year.

When did he write the book? ……………………………………………………

3.He rode the bike very quickly.

How did he ride the bike? …………………………………………………………..

4. She had 4 brothers.

How many brothers did she have? …………………………………………………..

5.Kate washed the windows.

Who washed the windows? 

…………………………………………………………………….. 

EXERCISE 5

Fill in with the past simple.
………tidied……………………..(tidy) her house. She 

………………washed………………………………(wash) the windows and 

………cleaned……………………….

went

and ………………wanted

………………took………………… didn’t 

have………………………………. (not+have) any butter. She …………was………………

(is) very sad because she …………liked…………………………

much.

REVISION
EXERCISE 1
Fill in these sentences using the correct form of the verb ‘to be’ and the words in the 
brackets.  Then write the words in the blanks.

1.  I_____am not________ happy.(not)  

3.  You ____aren’t_________ 
Japanese.(not)

5.  They ____aren’t________ busy.(not)

2. He ___is______ sad.

4. We ___are_______ Chinese.

6. Tigers ____are_____big cats.

8. His name __is____ Billy..



7.  Cheung Chau _ ________ in 
Kowloon.(not)

9.  We __are_____ good friends.

11. You __are____ the monitor.

13. He ___isn’t___ 2 years old.(not)

10. She __is____ my mother.

12. I __am____ thirteen years old. 

14. They __aren’t____ good football 
players.(not)

EXERCISE 2

Say these questions and answers using the correct form of the verb ‘to be’. Then write 
the words in the blanks.

1. ____Is_______ he early?     Yes, he is. 

2. ____Am_______ I late?        No, you aren’t. 

3. ____Are

4. ____Are_______ they friends?  Yes, they are. 

5. _____Is_____

6. _____Are

7. ___Am________ I in Class 1S?   Yes, you are. 

8. ____Is_______she your friend?  Yes, she is.

9. ____Are_______they

10.____Are______we good friends?  Yes, we are.

EXERCISE 3 

Use possessive adjectives to fill in the blanks.

1. This is my friend. ………Her

2. This is my father. ………His……………………… name is Tasos. 

3. I have a new car. …………Its

4. I have two cats. ………Their

5. Tonia and Vivi are my friends. ………Their……………. mother is my teacher.



EXERCISE 4 

Choose the correct answer.

1.
a. she b. her
2. This is Mr. Smith. She is …………………….. teacher. 

      a. we b. our
3. This is Maria. ……………………. is my friend.
a. She b. Her
4. Tom and John are friends. …………………… are from Greece. 
a. They b. Their
5. Tom and Jo
a. they b. their
6.
a. They b. Their
7. This is my father. ……………………………… name is Steve. 
a. He’s b. His
8. This is my brothe
a. He’s b. His
9. …………………………. my mother. 
a. She’s b. Her
10. This is …………………………. cat
a. we b. our
11.
a. It’s b. Its
12.
a. He’s b. His

EXERCISE 5
Rewrite each of these noun phrases as a possessive noun followed by another noun.

1. the pain of the runner

2. the visit of the class

3. the price of the shirt

4. the price of the shirts the sh

5. the pets of everyone             

6. the speed of the car             

7. the speed of the cars             

8. the roar of the ocean the ocean’s roar

9. the value of something            

10. the recipe of my mother-in-law my mother-in-



11. the plan of the committee

12. the results of the competitions

13. the experience of the manager the ma

14. the essays of the student             the student’s essays

15. the essays of the students             the students’ essays

EXERCISE 6
Rewrite these sentences using the correct form of the verbs in brackets.  
(1) Susie ____loves__________ shopping in Causeway Bay.(love) 

(2) Causeway Bay _____is_______ very busy.(be)

(3) Betty ______ _________________ early.(not get up)

(4) I _____ fruit.(not like)

(5) School always ____starts_________ )

(6) We usually _____arrive____________ at school at half past seven.(arrive)

(7) The dog ______likes__________ me. (like)

(8) Henry _____has______ a nice school bag.(have)

(9) She television every night. (not watch)

(10) I _ that dress.(not like)

EXERCISE 7

Rewrite these sentences using the correct form of the verbs in brackets. 
1. Sam __washes________(wash)his face every day.

2. Susie ____kisses_______(kiss)Mum every night.

3. Dad often ____carries

4. Nick __cooks_________(cook) dinner for his family every evening.

5. He ____brushes________ (brush)his hair every morning.

6. May often ___reads_________ (read)books.

7. Kitty ____washes________ (wash) the dishes every night.

8. My bird ___flies_______(fly) beautifully.

9. The dog ____likes______(like) eating bones.

10.My baby sister ___cries________(cry) every night.

11.Jenny always ___does________(do) her homework on time.



12.Vincent ____loves_________(love) Flora.

13.Ron___takes______(take) his dog for a walk every afternoon.

14.Mable usually____buys_______(buy) vegetables at the market.

15.The lion ___runs_______(run) very fast.

EXERCISE 8
Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the verb ‘to do’. 
1. ___Do_____ you like English?                 Yes, I do/we do. 

2. ___Does_____Bobby

3. ___Do______ we have a test now?                Yes, you do/we do. 

4. ___Do_______ they have a test this morning?         No, they don’t. 

5. ____Does______ Susie like ice cream?               Yes, she does. 

6.____Does_______Tommy walk to school?            Yes, he does.

7.____Do_______you understand?                  Yes, I do.

8. ____Do_______I read English books?              No, you don’t.

9. ___Do________you remember me?                Yes, I do.

10. ____Do__

EXERCISE 9
Put the verbs in brackets in the present simple tense:

a- School ____finishes__ clock.

b- My mum _____likes____________(to like) classical music.

c- Toni _______plays___________(to play) football every Saturday.

d- My cousin ______goes__________(to go) to school by bus.

e- My grandparents _____speak______________(to speak) French.

f- My grandfather _____loves______________(to love) pizza.

g- Paul and Kate ______study_______________(to study) English every day.

h- Kate _____studies________________(to study) maths at university.

i- My brother _____does___________ (to do) his homework on the bus.

j- Children _____like____________(to like) eating a lot of chocolate.

k- She ________watches____________(to watch) TV every evening.

l- He _______stays______________(to stay) at home on Saturdays.

EXERCISE 10
Complete the sentences with the present simple of the verbs in brackets.

a- I _____ _________________(not , to like) playing football.



b- ___Do you like____________________( you/ to like) playing football with your 
friends?

c- ___Does he listen____________________(he/ to listen) to rap music?
d- She ___ __________________(not, to listen) to rock music.
e- My friends ____doesn’t go__________________(not, to go) swimming on 

Saturdays.
f- ______Do your friends go_____________________(your friends/ to go) swimming 

every Saturday?
g- My friend _____ _________________(not, to live) in Beirut.
h- ___Does your friend live____________________(your friend/ to live) in Zalka?
i- He _____speaks_______________(to speak) Italian.
j- She ______washes____________(to wash) her hands when she 

____eats____________(to eat) a sandwich.
k- They _____watch____________(to watch) TV in the evenings.

EXERCISE 11

Write a pronoun to replace the highlighted word or words in each sentence.

1. Lucy and Joey are going to the movies. ___They___________

2. Ask Johnny to replace you. ____him________

3. Bobby and I can’t go to the party tonight. ____We_______

4. Maybe somebody can go instead of Mary and I.____us________

5. My dog is always licking Jenny.___It_______; _____him_____

6. Mr. Henderson was really mad with the students. ____He_______; 

____them_______

7. Are Katie and you the tallest girls in the class? ___you_______

8. Helen is my best friend. ___She_______

9. The cats are running after the birds. ____They________; ____them______

10. I hope someone will give the eraser back to Jack. ____it____; ___him_____

11. Give the exam to the teacher please. __it______

EXERCISE 12
Rewrite the sentences using PRONOUNS to replace the underlined words. 



1. Patricia has a beautiful cat.
__She has a beautiful cat.________________________________________

2. Jimmy likes Katherine.
__ Jimmy likes  her______________________________________________

3. Ms. Johnson always explains the topics to the students.
___ Ms. Johnson always explains the topics to them __________________

4. Kevin knows how to fix your computer.
___ Kevin knows how to fix it________________________________

1. Tom and John usually study in my house.
_____They usually study in my house._____________________________

2. Maureen is going to play with Vivian, Charlotte, and me.
_____ Maureen is going to play with them ______________________

3. Nancy is studying with Martha.
____ Nancy is studying with her ________________________________

8. My friends and I play golf in Ruitoque every weekend.
____We play golf in Ruitoque every weekend.________________________

• The students are talking with Keith and Maria Claudia.
_____ The students are talking with them____________________________

• I only give special food to my dogs.
___ I only give special food to them_________________________

EXERCISE 13
Insert an adverb of frequency into each sentence. Choose from always, almost always, 
usually, often, sometimes, seldom, rarely, almost never or never.

                                   often
Example: My father ^ goes on business trips.

The answers change from person to person.    
1. Our teacher ^ teaches on Tuesday.

2. Our teacher^ goes swimming at the university pool.

3. Our teacher is ^absent.

4. Our teacher^ gives homework for the weekend.

5. Our teacher ^brings food into class.

6. Our teacher is ^impatient with students who don't pay attention.

7. Our teacher^ loses patience when students don't understand.

8. Our teacher is ^energetic in class.

9. Our teacher^ tells funny stories.

10. There are ^handouts for students.

11. Our teacher ^gives exercise pages to students.

12. Our teacher^ wears jeans to class.

13. Our teacher is ^formally dressed. (in a business suit or ensemble)

14. Our teacher ^comes to class on time.



15. I am ^late for class.

16. I ^do the homework on Sunday.

17. Our teacher is ^in class before six o'clock.

18. I ^don't want to do the homework.

19. I ^go on trips on the weekend.

20. My classmates are^ interested in what the teacher says.

21. I ^buy lottery tickets.

22. I am ^tired at the end of class.

23. I ^think about quitting school.

24. My street is ^noisy.

25. I ^give money to people who beg on the street.

EXERCISE 14
Look at the picture and write a paragraph using there is/are.

   
____There is a bike and there are two chairs. There is a table and there is a bed. There is a 
painting on the wall. There are some toys. There are two balls and a lamp. There are a lot of 
pens. There is a tennis racket and there is a tennis ball. 
________________________________________________

EXERCISE 15
Complete the sentences using “some” or “any”.
1. any........... money. 
2. I am going out with .......some............ friends of mine.
3. Have you seen .......any............ good films recently?
4. I didn’t have ........any........... fruit, so I had to buy ........some........... .
5. Can I have .......some............ milk in my coffee, please?
6. I was too tired to do ..........some.........  work.
7. any........... bank.
8. Can you give me .......some............ information about the new project?
9. With this special ticket, you can travel on ........any........... train you like.
10. If you have .........any.......... questions, feel free to ask.



EXERCISE 16
Change these sentences into negative.

1. There is a jug on the table. => 

2. There are some lollipops. =>

3. There are four strawberries in the bowl. =>

4. There is an orange on the plate. => 

5. There isn’t any juice in the glass.

EXERCISE 17

Put the words in order to make sentences.

1. is / some / there / the / bread / in / basket. =>There is some bread in the basket.
2. any / there / biscuits / are / ? =>Are there any biscuits?
3. many / there / lemons / how / are / ? =>How many lemons are there?
4.
5.

EXERCISE 18

Look at the picture and answer these questions.

1._____ Are there any apples?
_____Yes there are______________
2._____ Are there any plates?
_____No there aren’t.____________
3._____ Is there any bread?
______Yes there is________________
4._____ How many pears are there?
_______one__________________
5._____ How many bottles are there?
_______ two

EXERCISE 19
Complete with the correct pronoun (this, that, these or those).
1. Excuse me. Is ......this.............. seat taken? Can I sit here?
2. The restroom is over there, near ......that.............. door.
3. Hello, Anne. Let me introduce you to my colleagues. .....These............ are Mark and Tony.
4. Do you remember .........that...........  occasion in 1997 when we got lost in the woods.
5. This............ will be my first time.



EXERCISE 20
Rewrite the sentences in ‘’plural form’’. 
1. That is a dictionary. _These are dictionaries____________________ 
2. That is a baby. __Those are babies_______________________
3. This is a present. ___These are presents____________________
4. This is an umbrella. __These are umbrellas___________________ 

Those aren’t hamsters__________________ 
6. Is that a newspaper? __Are those newspapers?__________________
7. Is this a postcard? ___Are these postcards?___________________
8. Is that a Spanish flag? __Are those Spanish flags?_________________ 
9. Is this a fly? __Are these flies?_________________________
10. Is this a sheep?__Are these sheeps?______________________

EXERCISE 21
Fill in the blanks with ‘’this”, “that”, “these”, “those”. 
I.e. “This is a bus and these are cars”. 
1. ____This is__ a wolf and ___these are____ wolves. 
2. ___This is____ some oil and ____that is___ some sugar. 
3. ___That is____ a mouse and ___those are____ mice. 
4. __This is_____ a fish and ___these are____ fish. 
5. __That is_____ a toy and __those are_____ some toys.

EXERCISE 22
a) Fill in the blanks with was or were.

1. You ………were
2. She ………was………………… a nurse.
3. They …………were………………… at home.
4. Ahmet ……was……………………… a student.
5. We ………were………………… in the room.
6. I ………was
7. The students …………were
8. They ………wer

b) Make the sentences negative.
1. yesterday………………………………………………
2. …She wasn’t a nurse……………………………………………………...
3. …They weren’t at home…………………………………………………..
4. …Ahmet wasn’t a student…………………………………………………
5. …We weren’t in the room………………………………………………...
6.
7. …The stude
8.

c) Make the sentences question.
1.
2. ……Was she a nurse?………………………………………………..
3. ……Were they at home?…………………………………………….
4. ……Was Ahmet a student?………………………………………….
5. ……Were you in the room?…………………………………………



6.
7. ……Were th
8.

EXERCISE 23
Answer the questions.

     1. Were they sad?                    Yes,……they were………………………………… .
                                                No,………they weren’t……………………………… .

    2. Was he honest?                   Yes,………he was………………………………… .
                                               No,…………he wasn’t……………………………… .

    3. Was she a teacher?              Yes,………she was……………………………… .
                                              No,…………she wasn’t……………………………… .

    4. Were you tall?              Yes,…………I was………………………………… .
                                             No,…………I wasn’t………………………………… .

EXERCISE 24
Answer the questions. 
The answers change from person to person.
1. When were you born? The answers change from person to person.
2. Where were you born?             The answers change from person to person.

      3. When was he born? (2002) He was born in 2002. ………… .
      üdar) .
      5. Where were they? (garden)

EXERCISE 25

1. Monkeys ______ ____________________talk 

2. Pigs______ can’t ____________ fly..

3. I _____can____play the piano., but Cory can't.

4. You___ can’t ________go on vacation. It's too expensive.

5. ___Can__   I borrow some money?

6. I don't know the answer._____Can______ you tell me?

7. Tony ____ can’t ________ come tonight, he's too busy.

8. Jim makes great food. He ____can________ cook really well.

9. Excuse me, we ______ can’t ________see the movie.

10. It's too noisy. We ____ can’t __________ study well. 

EXERCISE 26



Complete the sentences with can, can't, could, couldn't + one of these verbs:

come eat hear run sleep wait

1. I'm afraid I …… can’t come

2. When Tom was 15, he was a fast runner. He ………could run…………. 100 metres 

in 11 seconds.

3. can

wait…………………… . »

4. c

5. can’t hear

6.

EXERCISE 27

Rewrite the sentences using ca

ee that film. - You 

- He can’t drive a car   

c) It was not possible for me to go to London.   - I 

- She can dance. 

to use your computer.- Can I use your computer?   

f) They were able to run very fast.   - They could run very fast. 

- Could we watch TV ?

-That woman 

EXERCISE 28
Write down the past form of these verbs.
Go __went___ Take ___took___ Eat __ate_____ Sleep ____slept____ leave 
__left______ Put __put___ Have __had____ Buy __bought_____
know __knew____ Be __was/were______

EXERCISE 29
Change the verb to the correct form.



1. Ms. Dubman __took_____ the bus to school this morning (take)

2. The students ___ran_____ around the classroom yesterday (run)

3. When the weather was cold, everyone _____stayed____indoors (stay)

4. The boss ___told

5. Laura _____was___ frightened when she moved to the Prairie. (be)

EXERCISE 30
Change the sentence to negative.
1. The students studied for the test. 

_The students didn’t study for the test.____________________________
2. Tom thought his best friend was lying to him. 

__ _________________
3. Ms. Cohen drove her car too fast. 

__Ms. Cohen didn’t drive her car too fast.__________________________
4. Mary swam faster than the other people on the team. 

__Mary didn’t swim faster than the other people

COUNTABLE/UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS

EXERCISE 1

a

a

some

a

some

an

an

an

some

an

an

some

some

some



EXERCISE 2

painting C

milk U

photos C

oil U

drawings C

hope U

flour U

t-shirts U

coal U

information U, jewellery U
EXERCISE 3

some

a

a

some

some

an

a

some

a

some

EXERCISE 4

1. /

–s

–s 

4. / 5.

/

–s

–s 



8. /

9. –s

10. /

11. –s

12. /



EXERCISE 5

some

any

any

any

some

any

some

any

some

some

EXERCISE 6

any Money

any shampoo

some stamps

any languages

any photographs

some problems

any chairs

some air

any batteries

some milk

a friend

some cheese



COMPARATIVES

EXERCISE 1

a

b

c

b

b

EXERCISE 2

your English get better

we need a larger table.

I prefer more modern music.

older than me

bigger than Britain’s

more dangerous than flying

smaller and smaller.

more and more interesting

the more tax I have to pay

the more frightened I became

EXERCISE 3

hotter

easier

better

worse

older

more important

more careful



heavier

more expensive
more crowded

larger

more difficult

EXERCISE 4

more expensive

bigger

better

funnier

more dangerous

worse

safer

further

EXERCISE 5

more dangerous

more famous

more absent-minded

more selfish

fatter

slimmer

more impatient / younger

more attractive

more impulsive

more pathetic

more beautiful

darker

more interesting

faster



worse

more irritated

easier

better

more convincing

busier 

EXERCISE 6

further

easieer

worse

older

harder

better

more detailed

furhter

better

less

better

better

younger / nicer

longer

EXERCISE 7

older

more expensive

bigger

bigger

colder



shorter

further

sweeter

older

heavier

EXERCISE 8

bigger

taller

longer

cheaper

more expensive

better

more difficult

smaller

younger

further

SUPERLATIVE ADJECTIVES

EXERCISE 1 
1. c
2. c
3. c
4. a
5. b
6. c

EXERCISE 2
1. tallest
2. best
3. coldest
4. most dangerous
5. happiest
6. nicest
7. biggest
8. most famous



EXERCISE 2
1. the most experienced
2. the best
3. the most interesting
4. the most brilliant
5. the most pleasant
6. the cleanest
9. the most hard-working
10. the most open-minded
11. the oldest
12. the largest
13. the most kind-hearted
14. the most changeable
15. the most comfortable
16. the most credible
17. the most popular
18. the ugliest
19. the worst

EXERCISE 4
1. The best
2. the most interesting
3. the easiest
4. the most attractive
5. the most dangerous
6. the tallest
7. the most popular
8. the cheapest

EXERCISE 5
1. the biggest
2. the oldest
3. the oldest
4. the most expensive
5. the best
6. the longest
7. the highest
8. the most important
9. the worst
10. the largest

PRESENT CONTINUOUS

ANSWER KEY
EXERCISE 1
1 Are, getting 2 Are, waiting 3 are, studying 
learning 
EXERCISE 2

1 Blood is circulating around my body.
2 My heart is pumping blood.



3 My lungs are absorbing oxygen.
4 My diaphragm is moving up and down.
5 My stomach is digesting food.

EXERCISE 3
1 is going 3 speak 4 are doing         5 like
6 is asking 7 know
EXERCISE 4
1 doing 2 reading 3 doing 4 sailing         5 do
6 works 7 enjoy 8 enjoying 9 having

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS
EXERCISE 5
1 anybody, anywhere 
2 something, somebody 
3 anything, nothing 
4 everywhere, anywhere 
5 somewhere, nowhere

EXERCISE 6
1 something   2 everything  3 anything   4 nothing   5 anything    6 somebody   7 no one 

GOING TO 

EXERCISE 1
1 Are you going to come to the movies?
2 are you going to wear?
3
4
5 Is Adam going to be there?
6 are you going to do now?
7
8 do my homework

EXERCISE 2
1 What are you going to do in the summer?

4 What are you going to study?

6 What are you going to do after university?
EXERCISE 3
1    2     3      4     5     6      7       8       9       10 

WILL
EXERCISE 1



EXERCISE 2
1 will cure   2 will recognise won’t be   

EXERCISE 3
1) Will he be here tomorrow?
2) Are his parents going to be angry?
3) Will the exam be difficult?
4) Is the price of oil going to rise?
5) Will your parents let you go?
6) Will she invite you to the party,?
7) Are they going to send me an e-mail?
8) Is the program going to work?

INFINITIVE OF PURPOSE
EXERCISE 1

1 to take 2 to find 3 to listen 4 to meet 5 to send 6 to watch 7 to learn

PRESENT PERFECT
EXERCISE 1

3 haven’t finished 
4 ’ve had 
5 haven’t done 
6 ’s tidied 

8 ’s made

EXERCISE 2
1 Have you cleaned/ brushed 
2 Have you had 
3 Have you combed 
4 Have you cleaned 
EXERCISE 3
1 ever 2 already   3 never   4 ever    5 never     6 just     7 never 
EXERCISE 4
1 Have you ever been to Washington, D.C.?
2 Have you ever met anyone famous?
3 Have you ever made a movie?
4 Have you ever been embarrassed?
5 Have you ever had an argument with a friend?
6 Have you ever broken anything?

EXERCISE 5
1 since 2 since 3 for 4 since 5 for 6 for
EXERCISE 6
1 Did you eat well when you were in London?

3 I’ve never been here 



5 He’s visited so many interesting places in these last three months.
6 Did you enjoy the film last night? Yes, we did. It was great.
7 Is this the first time your kids have visited Disneyland?
8 I saw Paul yesterday at the swimming pool.

EXERCISE 7
1 She won her first race five years ago.
2 She has worked here since she was twelve.
3 When did you start your new job?

5 I went skiing last year.
6 I started learning English for a long time ago.
EXERCISE 8
3 Has she ever flo
4 Have you and your brother ever seen a horror film? Yes, we have.
5 Have they ever been to Australia? Yes, they have.
6 Has 
7 Have you ever bought a car? Yes, I have.
EXERCISE 9
2 Ha

4 Have you and you
just done it.

EXERCISE 10
1 went 2 met 3 Have … been 4 haven’t 5 Have … seen 
6 saw 7 have … walked 8 was 9 have … visited
10 haven’t found 11 took 12 spent 13 left

REVISION

Countable and uncountable nouns
How much/how many
Comparative adjectives/Superlative adjectives
EXERCISE 1

Decide whether these nouns are countable (C) or uncountable (U)

1.The children are playing in the garden. ____C______
2.I don't like milk. __U_______
3.I prefer tea. _____U____
4.Scientists say that the environment is threatened by pollution. ___C_____
5.My mother uses butter to prepare cakes. ___U_____
6.There are a lot of windows in our classroom. ____C_______
7.We need some glue to fix this vase. ___U______
8.The waiters in this restaurant are very professional. _____C______
9.My father drinks two big glasses of water every morning. ___C_______
10.The bread my mother prepares is delicious. ___U______



EXERCISE 2
1.How much 2. How many  3. How much 4. How much 5. How many  6. How many  
7. How much 8. How much

EXERCISE 3
Make the comparative form. If it’s possible, use ‘er’. If not, use ‘more’.

1)Dogs are _more intelligent_(intelligent) than rabbits.
2)Lucy is _______older________(old) than Ellie.
3)Russia is far _____larger________(large) than the UK.
4)My Latin class is __more boring________(boring) than my English class.
5)In the UK, the streets are generally ____narrower_______(narrow) than in the USA.
6)London is ___busier__________(busy) than Glasgow.
7)Julie is _______quieter__________(quiet) than her sister.
8)Amanda is _____more ambitious___________(ambitious) than her classmates.
9)My garden is a lot ____more colourful_______(colourful) than this park.
10)His house is a bit ___more comfortable_________(comfortable) than a hotel.

EXERCISE 4
Fill in the superlative forms of the adjectives in brackets.
1. The moon is the ____closest________ planet to earth. (close)
2. Jupiter is the _____largest__________planet in our solar system. (large)
3. Sirius is the ____most brilliant____________ star we can see from earth. (brilliant)
4. Venus is the __hottest______________ planet in our solar system. (hot)
5. Ceres is the ____biggest____________asteroid in our solar system. (big)
6. The Energya is the _most powerful__________rocket. (powerful)
7. Karl Henize was the __oldest________man in space. He was 58 years old. (old)
8. Saturn is the ___most beautiful_____________planet. (beautiful)

EXERCISE 5
Filling the blanks by using comparative or superlative forms of the adjectives.

1.My sister thinks she's__more intelligent________(intelligent) than me, but I don't agree!
2.Avatar is probably ______the worst______(bad) film I've seen!
3.What is __the wettest_____________(wet) month of the year in England?
4.Do you think the Harry Potter films are____better_______(good) than the books?
5.Who is____the most powerful_________(powerful) person in your country?
6.I think Men in Black 1 was__funnier____________(funny) than Men in Black 3.
7.Is Angelina Jolie___older__________(old) than Sandra Bullock?
8.John is ____the nicest________(nice) person that I know.



Present Continuous Tense

EXERCISE 1

11 are learning 
12 are … wearing

EXERCISE 2

1 are playing
2 reads

5 Do you want 

8 is sleeping 
9 cooks 
10 writes

12 is listening  
13 drinks / is drinking

15 Does he go 

EXERCISE 3

1. Look! Thomas is bringing his little sister to class.

2. My older sister often listens to pop music.

3. We are writing an exercise now.

4. Mmmm! Mum is making a cake.

5. Our teacher gives us a test every month.

6. Listen! Dad is reading a story to Ricky.

7. Mr. Michael usually grows roses in his garden.



8. They are building a new house on the hill now.

9. Maria is drinks milk every morning.

10. Look! Nick is running down the hill.

EXERCISE 4

1 anything
2 anything
3 someone / somebody
4 anyone / anybody
5 someone / somebody 
6 something
7 anything 
8 anything 
9 someone / somebody 
10 nobody
11 anywhere

EXERCISE 5 
1. They know no one in this town.

2. She didn’t meet anyone/ anybody at the bus-stop.

3. You anybody to go with you.

4. We didn’t eat anything until dinner.

5. She didn’t tell anyone/ anybody about last night.

6. She told nobody about her plans.

7. I said nothing.

8. The station is nowhere near here.

9. I want nothing to drink.

10. We didn’t do anything during our vacation.

Future Forms

EXERCISE 1

m going to get some from the shop.



B: Really? I get some from the shop then.

3. A: Why do you need to borrow my suitcase?

B: I’m going to visit my mother in Scotland next month.

B: I’ll turn the heating on, then.

ll give you a lift.

6. A: What are your plans after you leave university?

B: I’m going to work in a hospital in Africa.

7. (The phone rings)

A: I’ll get it!

8. A: Are you ready to order?

ll have the steak, please.

9. A: Are you busy tonight? Would you like to have coffee?

B: Sorry. I’m going to go to ing to study all day.

10. A: Why are you carrying a hammer?

B: I’m going to put up some pictures.

EXERCISE 2

1.- will have

2.- will feel

3.- are going to do

4.- will be

5.- am going to meet

6.- will get



7.- is going to be

8.- am going to look after

9.- will wipe out

10.- is going to make

EXERCISE 3

1.-

2.- will be

3.- is not going to buy

4.- are going to go

5.- will take

6.- will snow

7.- will be

8.- is going to fall

9.- will watch

10.- will lose

11.- will open

12.-

13.- is going to work

14.- will love

15.- will get

EXERCISE 4

1. I am feeling energetic. So, I think I (will / am going to) wash my car.

2. It has been decided that we (will / are going to) to climb Mount Everest next week.

3. -Who wants to come with me to the movie tonight?



-Oh that sounds fun. I (will / am going to) come with you.

4. We have already made plans for the vacation. We have decided that we (will / are going to) visit 

Uncle Bill in Montana.

5. Tonight seems like a nice night to be outside. I think I (will / am going to) go for a walk after dinner.

6. -Have you thought about what you want to do after college?

-Yes, I have decided that I (will / am going to) become an engineer.

7. I guess I (will / am going to) help you clean the kitchen if no one else will.

8. My car tires look low on air. I think I (will / am going to) fill them up at the next

gas station.

9. The weatherman said that it (will / is going to) rain tomorrow.

10. Okay, I have an idea. After we play the game, we (will / are going to) get some

ice cream!

11. I think my dad said we (will / are going to) go to the beach this weekend.

12. If the bus (will not / is not going to) start, how will we get to school on time?

EXERCISE 5

1. are / going / to / what / you / next / do / Sunday?

____What are you going to do next Sunday?___________

___Students’ own answers _______________________________________________

2 going / buy / you / to / for / what / your / birthday / best friend's / are?

____ ?____________

____Students’ own answers _________________________________________________

3 learn / are / a / going / language / new / you / to / year / next? 

_____Are you going to learn a new language next year? __________________

____Students’ own answers _________________________________________________



4 are / abroad / you / this / travel/summer / to / going? 

_____Are you going to travel abroad this summer?______________________

____Students’ own answers _________________________________________________

EXERCISE 6

1. A: What do you want for lunch?

B: I think I ____will_______ have chicken and some salad.

2 A: Josh has come back from England.

B: I know. I ___ ________ see him later today.

3 A: Costas and I ____are going to_______ get married in April.

B: Really? Congratulations!

4 A: . ___Will________ we meet on Sunday?

B: Sorry, but I__ ________visit my aunt. She is expecting me.

5 A: Is Dave coming to the party?

B: Yes, but he ____will_______ probably be late.

6 A: Have you decided where to go on holiday?

B: Yes, I __ _________ travel around Europe.

Present Perfect Tense  / Present Perfect Versus Simple Past
EXERCISE 1
1. haven’t eaten
2. visited
3. has broken
4. forgot
5. has worked
6. has been
7. Have you
8. have never lived
9. have
10. wrote



EXERCISE 2
1. have not written
2. has visited
3. ate
4. read
5. swam
6. have played
7. has taught
8. has not drunk
9. saw
10. climbed

EXERCISE 3
1. saw
2. started
3. have lost

5. arrived
6. Have you worn
7. hasn’t been
8. had
9. played
10. Have you ever met
11. have never been
12. said
13. have already drunk
14. has already visited
15. slept
16. have eaten
17. Have you ever broken
18. has never driven
19. has read
20. caught

EXERCISE 4
1. have just broken
2. didn’t do
3. hasn’t finished

5. have lived / was born
6. has just come
7. had
8. did you get up
9. Have you lived
10. bought / 
11. did you do
12. Have you seen

EXERCISE 5



1. never
2. ever
3. never
4. ever / never
5. never
6. never
7. ever
8. ever / never

EXERCISE 6 
1. gone
2. gone
3. gone / gone
4. been
5. gone
6. been
7. been
8. gone

EXERCISE 7
1. since
2. for
3. for / since
4. for
5. for
6. since
7. since
8. for

EXERCISE 8
1. for days ago.
2. for four days
3. for 20 years
4. 20 years ago.
5. ten minutes ago
6. two months ago
7. for two months
8. for a long time
9. an hour ago

EXERCISE 9 
1. She has been to London for four days
2. Jack has been here since Thursday.
3. It has rained for an hour.
4. I have known Sue for two years.
5. I have had a camera since 1985.
6. They have been married for six months
7. Liz has studied medicine for three years.

EXERCISE 10 
1. worked



2. has lived
3. have been
4. was
5. has been 
6. never met 7. have never met

.
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